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CEO of technology: lead, reimagine and reinvent to drive growth and create value in unprecedented 

times. / Muller, Hunter. – New Jersey: Wiley, 2018 

Call No- 658.4092 MUL  Acc. No.: 2420 
 

This book shows today's CIOs how to become exceptional leaders and bring value to 
their organization. By taking lessons from some of the world's best CEOs, you'll 
develop the traits and characteristics that drive legendary leadership. Interviews with 
top executives at leading global technology companies including Apple, Boeing, Direct 
TV, Facebook, Texas Instruments, and more provide deep and valuable insight into 
what it means to lead in a hyper-driven tech environment. These stories provide 
valuable lessons that don't come from a classroom, but only from the in-the-trenches 

experience of the world's best leaders. 
 
Competition's New Clothes: 20 short cases on rivalry between firms. / Leveque, Francois. – New York: 
Cambridge University, 2019  
Call No-658.4012 LEV Acc. No.: 2421

  
This book recounts twenty revealing tales of real-life rivalry between firms across 
diverse industries. These entertaining and insightful narratives are informed by recent 
advances in economics, factoring in the many forces driving competition, including 
globalization and innovation. Divided into four sections, the book covers competition 
and the market; competition and variety; competition through innovation; and 
competition and equality.  
 

 
 
12 pillars of project excellence: a lean approach to improving project results. / Dalal, Adil F. – Boca 

Ratan: CRC, 2017 

Call No- 658.404 DAL         Acc. No.: 2422 

 

This textbook provides ground-breaking techniques to achieve excellence in project 
leadership that can result in six sigma type results or failure-free projects. It unveils 
novel solutions and breakthrough concepts—including project culture analysis, the 
five powers of project leadership, the power of visualization™, the science of 
simplicity™, dynamic risk leadership, and dynamic project failures analysis—to help 
you chart the most efficient path to the pinnacle of project leadership. 
 
 

Advanced econometric theory. / Chipman, john S. - London: Routledge, 2017  
Call No-331.015195 CHI         Acc. No.: 2423 
 

Starting with the linear regression model, least squares, Gauss-Markov theory and 
the first principals of econometrics, this book guides the introductory student to an 
advanced stage of ability. The text covers multicollinearity and reduced-rank 
estimation, the treatment of linear restrictions and minimax estimation. Also 
included are chapters on the autocorrelation of residuals and simultaneous-equation 
estimation. By the end of the text, students will have a solid grounding in 
econometrics. 
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Advantage India: from challenge to opportunity. / Kalam, A. P. J. | Singh, Srijan Pal. - Noida: Harper 

Colin, 2015 

Call No- 338.954 KAL         Acc. No.: 2424 
 

In his last book, A.P.J. Abdul Kalam draws upon examples ranging from 
entrepreneurship in places like Badshahpur to a sophisticated missile programme like 
Agni to show how it can be 'Advantage India' in the final lap of the journey to 2020-the 
landmark year by which he had envisioned the country could transform into an 
economic power. How can the new initiatives-such as Make in India, Swachh Bharat, 
smart cities and skill development for the youth-be used to unleash the country's vast 
potential? Advantage India offers the answer-a movement driven by every home and 
school to educate the new generation and give a fresh meaning to citizenship. 

 
Age of discovery: navigating the risks and rewards of our new renaissance. / Goldin, Ian | Kutarna, 
Chris. - London: Bloomsbury, 2016 
Call No- 658.40631 GOL         Acc. No.: 2425 
 

To make sense of present shocks, we need to step back and recognize: we’ve been here 
before. The first Renaissance, the time of Columbus, Copernicus, Gutenberg and others, 
likewise redrew all maps of the world, democratized communication and sparked a 
flourishing of creative achievement. But their world also grappled with the same dark 
side of rapid change: social division, political extremism, insecurity, pandemics and 
other unintended consequences of discovery. The present is a contest between the 
bright and dark sides of discovery. To avoid being torn apart by its stresses, we need to 
recognize the fact―and gain courage and wisdom from the past. This book shows how. 

 

Algorithms to live by: the computer science of human decisions. / Christian, Brian | Griffiths, Tom. - 
London: William Collins, 2017  
Call No- 006.3          Acc. No.: 2426 
 

This book explains how algorithms developed for computers also untangle very human 
questions. They explain how to have better hunches and when to leave things to 
chance, how to deal with overwhelming choices and how best to connect with others. 
From finding a spouse to finding a parking spot, from organizing one’s inbox to peering 
into the future, Algorithms to Live By transforms the wisdom of computer science into 
strategies for human living. 
 

Alive at work: the neuroscience of helping your people love what they do. / Cable, Daniel M. - 
Bostan: Harvard Business Review, 2018  

Call No- 658.3 CAB         Acc. No.: 2427 

 

In this bold, enlightening book author takes leaders into the minds of workers and 
reveals the surprising secret to restoring their zest for work. This book reveals  
how to encourage people to bring their best selves to work and use their greatest 
strengths to help your organization flourish, how to build creative environments that 
motivate people to share ideas, work smarter and embrace change, how to enhance 
people's connection to their work and your customers, how to create personalized 
experiences that help people feel a deeper sense of purpose. Filled with fascinating 
stories from the author's extensive research. This book is the inspirational guide that 
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you need to tap into the passion, creativity and purpose fizzing beneath the surface of every person 
who falls under your leadership.  

Also human: the inner lives of doctors. / Elton, Caroline. - Noida: Pearson, 2018 

Call No- 610.92 ELT         Acc. No.: 2428 

 

This medical drama endures for good reason: we're fascinated by the people we must 
trust when we are most vulnerable. This book introduces us to some of the distressed 
physicians. Doctors who face psychological challenges that threaten to destroy their 
careers and lives, including an obstetrician grappling with his own homosexuality, a 
high-achieving junior doctor who walks out of her first job within weeks of starting, and 
an oncology resident who faints when confronted with cancer patients. Entering a 
doctor's office can be terrifying, sometimes for the doctor most of all. By examining the 
inner lives of these professionals, this book offers readers insight into, and empathy for, 

the very real struggles of those who hold power over life and death. 
 

Analytical marketer: how to transform your marketing organization. / Sweetwood, Adele. - Boston: 
Harvard Business Review, 2016 
Call No- 658.8 SWE         Acc. No.: 2429 
 

This book provides critical insight into the changing marketing organization—digital, 
agile, and analytical—and the tools for reinventing it. This book is based on the author’s 
first-hand experience of transforming a marketing organization from “art” to “art and 
science.” With additional examples from leading companies, this book is a practical 
guide and set of best practices for creating a new marketing culture that thrives on and 
adds value through data and analytics. “A must-read for all marketing executives. An 
essential guide to rethinking and rebuilding your marketing organization—from mind-
set and structure to talent and leadership. 

                               

Applied health economics. / Jones, Andrew M. | Rice, Nigel | D’Uva, Teresa Bago | Balia, Silvia. - 

London: Routledge, 2019 

Call No- 330 JON         Acc. No.: 2430 
 

The book is built around empirical case studies, rather than general theory, and the 
emphasis is on learning by example. It presents a detailed dissection of methods and 
results of some recent research papers written by the authors and their colleagues. 
Relevant methods are presented alongside the Stata code that can be used to 
implement them and the empirical results are discussed at each stage. This text brings 
together the theory and application of health economics and econometrics and will be a 
valuable reference for applied economists and students of health economics and 
applied econometrics. 

 
Applied minds: how engineers think. / Madhavan, Guru. - Gurgaon: Penguin Books, 2016 

Call No- 153.9 MAD         Acc. No.: 2431 

 

This book explores the unique visions and mental tools of engineers and reveals the 
enormous and often understated influence they wield in transforming problems into 
opportunities. Author pairs the innovators of modern history Thomas Edison, the 
Wright brothers, Steve Jobs with everything from ATMs and the ZIP code system to the 
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disposable diaper. He peeks into the inner workings of complex systems and celebrates the men and 
women who shape our world. 
Anecdotal, insightful and ultimately visionary, the book charts a path to a future where we might apply 
strategies borrowed from engineering to create useful and inspired solutions to the world’s most 
pressing challenges. 
 

Art of start 2.0: the time-tested, battle-hardened guide for anyone starting anything. / Kawasaki, 

Guy. – London: Portfolio, 2015 

 Call No- 658.11 KAW         Acc. No.: 2432 
 

This book is a guide to launching and making your new product, service or idea a 
success. It reflects the seismic changes in business over the last decade, in which once - 
invulnerable market leaders have struggled and many of the basics of getting 
established have become easier, cheaper and more democratic. It will show you how to 
effectively deploy all these new tools. And it will help you master the fundamental 
challenges that have not changed: building a strong team, creating an awesome 
product or service and facing down your competition 

 
Attacker's advantage: turning uncertainty into breakthrough opportunities. / Charan, Ram. – New 

York: Public Affairs, 2015 

Call No- 658.4012 CHA         Acc. No.: 2433 

 

This book is basically a game plan for winning in an era of ambiguity, volatility, and 
complexity, when every leader and every business is being challenged in new and 
unexpected ways. This book provides a stark and simple challenge: stay in a legacy 
world of incremental gains or defensiveness, or be an attacker by creating a new world, 
scaling it up quickly, ahead of the traditional players. 

 

                                      

Barking up the wrong tree: the surprising science behind why everything you know about success is 

(mostly) wrong. / Barker, Eric. – New York: Harper One, 2017  

Call No- 158.1 BAR         Acc. No.: 2434 
 

In this book the author reveals the extraordinary science behind what determines 
success and most importantly, how anyone can achieve it. You’ll learn, why 
valedictorians rarely become millionaires and how your biggest weakness might actually 
be your greatest strength, whether nice guys finish last and why the best lessons about 
cooperation come from gang members, pirates and serial killers, the secret ingredient 
to “grit” that Navy SEALs and disaster survivors leverage to keep going, and how to find 
work-life balance using the strategy of Genghis Khan, the errors of Albert Einstein and a 
little lesson from Spider-Man. 

 

Between the world and me. -  / Coates, Ta- Nehisi. – New York: Spiegel and Grau, 2015  

Call No- 305.8 COA         Acc. No.: 2435 

 

In a profound work that pivots from the biggest questions about American history and 
ideals to the most intimate concerns of a father for his son, author offers a powerful 
new framework for understanding America’s history and current crisis. This text is 
author’s attempt to answer the questions about racism, in a letter to his adolescent 
son. The author shares with his son—and readers—the story of his awakening to the 
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truth about his place in the world through a series of revelatory experiences, from Howard University 
to civil war battlefields, from the south side of Chicago to Paris, from his childhood home to the living 
rooms of mothers whose children’s lives were taken as American plunder. 
 
Black edge: inside information, dirty money, and the quest to bring down the most wanted man on 

Wall Street. / Kolhatkar, Sheelah. - London: WH Allen, 2018 

Call No- 364.168 KOL      Acc. No.: 2436 

This book offers a revelatory look at the grey zone in which so much of Wall Street 
functions, and a window into the transformation of the worldwide economy. With 
meticulous reporting and powerful storytelling, this is a riveting, true-life legal thriller 
that takes readers inside the US government’s pursuit of Cohen (Steven Cohen, a Wall 
Street legend) and his employees, and raises urgent questions about the power and 
wealth of those who sit at the pinnacle of the financial world. 
 

Black money and tax havens. / Vaidyanathan, R. – Chennai: Westland, 2017 

Call No- 364.1338 VAI         Acc. No.: 2437 

Black money or kala dhan is a topic that has elicited much debate in recent times. The 
debate has been mostly marked by mud-slinging and name-calling and the discussions 
that have ensued often have no basis in fact. While most people have a hazy notion of 
black money, only a few understand it in its entirety. The issue of tax havens is perhaps 
even more misunderstood. Most people fail to see the connection between tax havens 
and black money. Black Money and This is the first work that discusses both issues in 
depth and offers a 360-degree view to the reader. The author provides the reader with a 
brief overview of black money—its generation, its estimates and how and why it is 

spirited away to tax havens. He also lays bare the danger that is posed to world financial well-being on 
account of the lack of political will to tackle them. 
 
Born to build: how to build a thriving startup, a winning team, new customers and your best life 

imaginable. / Clifton, Jim | Badal, Sangeeta. – New York: Gallup, 2018  

Call No- 338.04 CLI         Acc. No.: 2438 

 

This book goes beyond the conventional economics-based business training and 
instead offers a uniquely psychological approach to venture building. It gives readers 
the tools and techniques they need to understand who they are, what motivates them 
and what they can build — and how. By following the practical steps in book, readers 
will have the tools to build a sustainable and profitable venture of any size from 
scratch. Central to the book is a code that allows readers to take Gallup's builder profile 
10 (bp10) assessment, which identifies their innate talents and motivations and shows 
them how to make the most of their talents to build a successful enterprise. 

Born to run. / Springsteen, Bruce. - London: Simon and Schuster, 2017  

Call No- 920 SPR         Acc. No.: 2439 

 

This is an autobiography of Bruce Frederick Joseph Springsteen, an American singer, 
songwriter, and musician who is both a solo artist and the leader of the E-Street Band. 
This book is much more than a legendary rock star’s memoir. This is a book for workers 
and dreamers, parents and children, lovers and loners, artists, freaks or anyone who has 
ever wanted to be baptized in the holy river of rock and roll. This autobiography is 
written with the lyricism of a singular songwriter and the wisdom of a man who has 
thought deeply about his experiences. 
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Brotopia: breaking up the boys' club of Silicon Valley. / Chang, Emily. – New York: Portfolio, 2018 

Call No- 331.4 CHA         Acc. No.: 2440 

 

In this book the author reveals how Silicon Valley got so sexist despite its utopian ideals, 
why bro culture endures despite decades of companies claiming the moral high ground 
and how women are finally starting to speak out and fight back. Silicon Valley's 
aggressive, misogynistic, work-at-all costs culture has shut women out of the greatest 
wealth creation in the history of the world. For women in tech, Silicon Valley is not a 
fantasyland of unicorns, virtual reality rainbows, and 3D-printed lollipops, where 
millions of dollars grow on trees. It's a "Brotopia," where men hold all the cards and 
make all the rules. 

      
Build an A Team: play to their strengths and lead them up the learning curve. / Johnson, Whitney. - 
Bostan: Harvard Business Review, 2018 
Call No- 658.4022 JOH         Acc. No.: 2441 

 
Better morale and higher performance happen through learning and employees need 
continuous learning and fresh challenges to stay motivated. The best bosses know this, 
and they know how to make it happen by thoughtfully designing people’s jobs around 
the skills they have today as well as the skills they'll need to be even more valuable 
tomorrow. In this book, author explains how to become one of those bosses and how 
to build your A-team.  
 

 

Building quality management systems: selecting the right methods and tools. / Rocha-Lona, Luis | 

Garza- Reyes, Jose Arturo | Kumar, Vikas. – Boca Raton: CRC, 2017 

Call No- 658.4013 ROC         Acc. No.: 2442 

 

The book discusses building QMSs based on two important organizational elements: 
needs and resources. It begins with an overview of QMSs and systems thinking and the 
impact of QMSs on financial performance. Illustrating the process management 
approach, it reviews the most well-known business and quality improvement models, 
methods, and tools that support a major QMS. The authors introduce their own time-
tested methodology for designing, implementing, and enhancing your own QMS.  
 
 

Buried giant. / Ishiguro, Kazuo. - London: Faber and Faber, 2016  

Call No- 823.914 ISH         Acc. No.: 2443 

 
The Buried Giant is a fantasy novel by the Nobel Prize-winning British writer Kazuo 
Ishiguro. The Buried Giant, though, unlike A Song of Ice and Fire, makes play with the 
gaps and the seams. They are designed to show. The shimmering of literary influences 
within Ishiguro’s prose is like that of memories within a fading mind: fragments shored 
against ruin. Yet always, haunting the novel, lurks the possibility that the memories 
themselves may be false. The Buried Giant cannot help but exist in the shadow of the 
near-total oblivion that has claimed the period Ishiguro is writing about.  

                                    

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fantasy_fiction
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nobel_Prize_in_Literature
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kazuo_Ishiguro
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kazuo_Ishiguro
https://www.theguardian.com/books/2011/jul/26/george-r-r-martin-fantasy-reality
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Burn the business plan: what great entrepreneurs really do. / Schramm, Carl J. - London: John Murray 
Learning, 2018  
Call No- 338.04 SCH         Acc. No.: 2444 

 

This book is about successful entrepreneurs in a variety of fields. It shows how 
knowledge, passion, determination, and a willingness to experiment and innovate are 
vastly more important than financial skill. This is an important, motivating look at true 
success that dispels the myths and offers invaluable real-world advice on how to 
achieve your dreams. 
 
 
 

CEO next door: the 4 behaviors that transform ordinary people into world-class leaders. / Botelho, 
Elena | Powell, Kim | Raj, Tahl. - London: Virgin Books, 2018  
Call No- 658.4092 BOT         Acc. No.: 2445 
 

Based on an in-depth analysis of over 2,600 leaders drawn from a database of more 
than 17,000 CEOs and C-suite executives, as well 13,000 hours of interviews, and two 
decades of experience advising CEOs and executive boards, the authors overturn the 
myths about what it takes to get to the top and succeed. For everyone who aspires to 
rise through the organization and achieve their full potential, this book is an essential 
guide. 
 
 

Changing your company from the inside out: a guide for social intrapreneurs. / Davis, Gerald F. | 

White, Christopher. - Bostan: Harvard Business Review, 2015 

Call No-658.408          Acc. No.: 2446 

 

 This book provides the tools to empower you to jump-start initiatives that matter to 
you and that should matter to your company. Drawing on lessons from social 
movements as well as on the work of successful intrapreneurs, Gerald Davis and 
Christopher White provide you with a guide for creating positive social change from 
within your own organization. This book is a road map for intrapreneurs seeking to 
reshape their companies into drivers of positive change. 
 

Collaborating with the enemy: how to work with people you don't agree with or like or trust. / 
Kahane, Adam. – California: Berrette-Koehler, 2017  

Call No- 658.4022 KAH         Acc. No.: 2447 
 

The author of this book has faced this challenge many times, working on big issues like 
democracy and jobs and climate change and on everyday issues in organizations and 
families. He has learned that our conventional understanding of collaboration—that it 
requires a harmonious team that agrees on where it’s going, how it’s going to get there, 
and who needs to do what—is wrong. Instead, we need a new approach to 
collaboration that embraces discord, experimentation, and genuine cocreation—which 
is exactly what author provides in this ground-breaking and timely book. 
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Competing against luck: the story of innovation and customer choice. / Christensen, Clayton M. | 

Hall, Taddy | Dillon, Karen | Duncan, David S. – New York: Harper Business, 2016 

Call No- 650.14 CHR Acc. No.: 2448 

 

The book is related to production and innovation. Authors contend that by 
understanding what causes customers to "hire" a product or service, any business can 
improve its innovation track record, creating products that customers not only want to 
hire, but that they'll pay premium prices to bring into their lives. This book carefully lays 
down the authors' provocative framework, providing a comprehensive explanation of 
the theory and why it is predictive, how to use it in the real world--and, most 
importantly, how not to squander the insights it provides. 

 

Complete lean enterprise: value stream mapping for office and services. 2nd ed. / Keyte, Beau | 

Locher, Drew A. – Boca Ratan: CRC, 2019  

Call No- 658.515  Acc. No.: 2449 

 

This book provides a robust step-by-step approach for implementing Lean initiatives 
in the service industry and office environments. This text describes how to better 
align value stream improvements to strategic needs. In addition, it engages the entire 
organization in experimentation and connects a new management system with tiered 
visuals in support of leader standard work. Providing improved ways to involve your 
organization in transformation and to sustain your efforts, the book expands beyond 
the "tools focus" to challenge your organization to think and act differently to change 
the culture of your organization as you become more effective and efficient. 

 

Concrete economics: the Hamilton approach to economic growth and policy. / Cohen, Stephen S. | 

DeLong, J. Bradford. - Bostan: Harvard Business Review, 2016 

Call No- 338.9 COH Acc. No.: 2450 

 

This book does not rehash the sturdy and long-accepted arguments that to thrive, 
entrepreneurial economies need a broad range of freedoms. The book is about 
America’s economic development and the role government has played in redesigning 
and reinvigorating it throughout history. The government not only sets the ground rules 
for entrepreneurial activity but directs the surges of energy that mark a vibrant 
economy. This is as true for present-day Silicon Valley as it was for New England 
manufacturing at the dawn of the nineteenth century. Understanding how an economy 
has grown in the past provides a blueprint for how we might again redesign and 

reinvigorate it today, for such a redesign is sorely needed.                                    
 

Confidence game: the psychology of the con and why we fall for it every time. / Konnikova, Maria. - 

Edinburg: Canongate, 2016  

Call No- 364.163 KON         Acc. No.: 2451 

 
This is a compelling investigation into the minds, motives, and methods of con artists—
and the people who fall for their cons over and over again. Why the cons are successful? 
And what keeps people falling for it, over and over again? These are the questions that 
author tackles. From multimillion-dollar Ponzi schemes to small-time frauds, author 
pulls together a selection of fascinating stories to demonstrate what all cons share in 
common, drawing on scientific, dramatic, and psychological perspectives. Insightful and 
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gripping, the book brings readers into the world of the con, examining the relationship between artist 
and victim. This text asks not only why we believe con artists, but also examines the very act of 
believing and how our sense of truth can be manipulated by those around us. 
 
Crushing it!: how great entrepreneurs build their business and influence-and how you can, too. / 

Vaynerchuk, Gary. – New York: Harper Business, 2018 

Call No- 338.04 VAY         Acc. No.: 2452 

 

In this book, the author insisted that a vibrant personal brand was crucial to 
entrepreneurial success.  He explains why that’s even more true today, offering his 
unique perspective on what has changed and what principles remain timeless. He also 
shares stories from other entrepreneurs who have grown wealthier and not just 
financially.   
 

 

 

Cryptocurrency: the future of money. / Vigna, Paul | Casey, Michael J. - London: Vintage, 2016  

Call No- 332.4 VIG         Acc. No.: 2453 

 
 This is a book about a revolution in the making, a story of human invention, and a guide 
to the future. Cryptocurrency, a technology with the transformative potential of the 
printing press or the internet. Unlike traditional money, it doesn’t have a nationality, it 
is digital and democratic. It is also lawless. What would a world without banks, credit 
cards or national currencies look like for all of us? Cryptocurrency is an alternative, and 
it puts us on the cusp of a revolution that could reshape our world.  
 

 

Decisive: how to make better decisions in life and work. / Heath, Chip. - London: Random House, 

2013 

Call No- 153.83 HEA         Acc. No.: 2454 

 

Research in psychology has revealed that our decisions are disrupted by an array of 
biases and irrationalities. In this book author based on an exhaustive study of the 
decision-making literature, introduce a four-step process designed to counteract these 
biases. Written in an engaging and compulsively readable style the text takes readers on 
an unforgettable journey, from a rock star’s ingenious decision-making trick to a CEO’s 
disastrous acquisition, to a single question that can often resolve thorny personal 
decisions.  

      

Deep work: rules for focused success in a distracted world. / Newport, Carl. - London: Piatkus, 2016 

Call No- 650.1 NEW         Acc. No.: 2455 

 

In the book author flips the narrative on impact in a connected age. Instead of arguing 
distraction is bad, he instead celebrates the power of its opposite. Dividing this book 
into two parts, he first makes the case that in almost any profession, cultivating a deep 
work ethic will produce massive benefits. He then presents a rigorous training 
regimen, presented as a series of four "rules," for transforming your mind and habits 
to support this skill.  
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Design for Manufacturability: how to use concurrent engineering to rapidly develop low-cost, high-

quality products for lean production. / Anderson, David M. – Boca Ratan: CRC, 2017  

Call No- 658.5 AND         Acc. No.: 2456 

 

This book shows how to use concurrent engineering teams to design products for all 
aspects of manufacturing with the lowest cost, the highest quality, and the quickest 
time to stable production. Extending the concepts of design for manufacturability to an 
advanced product development model, the book explains how to simultaneously make 
major improvements in all these product development goals, while enabling effective 
implementation of Lean Production and quality programs. 
 

Disrupt and conquer: how TTK Prestige became a billion-dollar company. / Jagannathan, T. T. | 

Mendonca, Sandhya. - Gurgaon: Portfolio, 2019 

Call No- 920 JAG         Acc. No.: 2457 

 

This book offers a comprehensive coverage of the theories of business ethics and 
corporate governance. This book emphasizes the importance of ethical principles in 
overcoming ethical dilemmas in the highly dynamic business world of today. It also 
provides a detailed explanation of the corporate governance mechanism, its 
constituents and its implementation in India and abroad. Numerous real-life examples 
and case studies presented in this book.   
 

 

Draw to win: a crash course on how to lead, sell and innovate with your visual mind. / Roam, Dan. – 

New York: Portfolio, 2016  

Call No- 153.22 ROA         Acc. No.: 2458 

 

 This is an indispensable handbook for business leaders struggling to communicate 
more effectively in a world that every day becomes less verbal and more visual. 
Anyone with a pen and paper can translate business ideas into engaging and clear 
images. The author identifies the types of pictures that work best in various settings 
and shares the basic shapes that all business pictures can be built from. 

 
 

 
Driver in the driverless car: how our technology choices will create the future. / Wadhwa, Vivek | 

Salkever, Alex. - Noida: Harper Business, 2017 

Call No- 006.3 WAD         Acc. No.: 2459 

 

Technology is advancing faster than ever – but for better or for worse?  In this book 
authors had tried to find answers of these three questions: Does the technology have 
the potential to benefit everyone equally? What are the risks and the rewards? Does 
the technology more strongly promote autonomy or independence? They subject a host 
of new and potential technologies to these questions, but ultimately it is up to the 
reader to make the final decision. 
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Dying for a paycheck: how modern management harms employee health and company performance-

and what we can do about it. / Pfeffer, Jeffrey.  – New York: Harper Business, 2018  

Call No- 658.4095 PFE                Acc. No.: 2460 

 

In one survey, 61 percent of employees said that workplace stress had made them sick 
and 7 percent said they had been hospitalized.  In this timely, provocative book, 
author contends that many modern management commonalities such as long work 
hours, work-family conflict, and economic insecurity are toxic to employees—hurting 
engagement, increasing turnover, and destroying people’s physical and emotional 
health—and inimical to company performance.  He argues that human sustainability 
should be as important as environmental stewardship. Exploring a range of important 
topics including layoffs, health insurance, work-family conflict, work hours, job 

autonomy, and why people remain in toxic environments, author offers guidance and practical 
solutions 
 

Eccentric orbits: the iridium story. / Bloom, John. – New York: Atlantic, 2016 

Call No- 650.09 BLO         Acc. No.: 2461 

 

In the early 1990s, Motorola, the legendary American radio and telecom company, 
made a huge gamble on a revolutionary satellite telephone system called Iridium. cash 
flows. This book masterfully traces the development of satellite technology, the birth of 
Iridium, and tireless efforts of Dan Colussy, a retired former President of Pan Am, to 
stop it from being destroyed, despite having doors slammed in his face by all of Wall 
Street. Piecing together funding from a motley group of investors that included a 
mysterious Arab prince and friends of Jesse Jackson. It is a rollicking, unforgettable tale 
of innovation, failure, the military-industrial complex, and one of the greatest deals of 

all time. The story about the only phone that works at the ends of earth. 
 

Economics for common good: two centuries of social economic thought in the humanistic tradition 

. / Lutz, Mark A. - London: Routledge, 2019 

Call No- 330 LUT         Acc. No.: 2463 

 

This book introduces economics in terms of human rather than material welfare 
building on a social economics tradition. It proposes a more rational economic order 
and develops new principles of economic policy. The issues covered include: the 
inadequacy of individualistic economics in guiding policy formation; a logical critique of 
economic rationality; rethinking of the modern business corporation; a critique of 
modern trade theory and unregulated international competition; and how standard 
economic theory encourages major ecological problems.  

 

Economics versus reality: how to be effective in the real world in spite of economic theory. / Legge, 

John M. - London: Routledge, 2019 

Call No- 330 LEG         Acc. No.: 2464 

 
 This book presents economics in historical context. It includes a short account of the 
contributions by some of the key figures in economic theory, starting with Adam Smith. 
Too many economists have come to believe that the interests of society can be 
measured by a number: that if a policy change raises GDP it is justified, whatever its 
impact on people. Author places the economy within society, and society within the 
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environment, explaining that every significant decision has a social and environmental impact, as well 
as an economic dimension. Seeking to provide answers to students, professional business managers, 
and those interested in the political process, this work addresses the gap between theory and reality. 
 

Effective people. / Rao, T. V. - Gurgaon: Random House, 2015 

Call No- 153.8 RAO         Acc. No.: 2465 

 

In this book, author studies and analyses effective doctors, actors, civil servants, social 
workers, educationists, nation builders and entrepreneurs. Some of them seem to go 
beyond the tenets of effectiveness and shine out as what the author calls Very Effective 
People and Super Effective People. Gauging patterns and lessons from these inspiring 
people, the author. Rao demonstrates how we can push ourselves to become effective, 
and ultimately super effective. Hugely readable, with self-assessment tools at the end 
of each chapter, Effective People will propel you to leap forward and discover the best 
in you.  

 

Elements of ecological economics Multinational business finance. / Eriksson, Ralf | Andersson, Jan 

Otto. - London: Routledge, 2019 

Call No- 330 ERI           Acc. No.: 2466 

 

This book provides a comprehensive introduction to the field of ecological economics, 
an interdisciplinary project trying to give answers to the problems related to the 
overexploitation of the earth’s resources today. These include the problems of global 
warming (the greenhouse effect) and the overuse of the seas (e.g. overfishing). The 
book also gives an exposition of the closely related problems of global welfare and 
justice. 
 

 

Entrepreneurial you: monetize your expertise, create multiple income streams, and thrive. / Clark, 

Dorie. - Bostan: Harvard Business Review, 2017  

Call No- 338.04 CLA         Acc. No.: 2467 

 

This text provides a blueprint for professional independence, with insights and advice 
on building your brand, monetizing your expertise, and extending your reach and 
impact online. In the book by engaging chapters author outlines the necessary 
elements and concrete tactics for entrepreneurial success and also shares the stories of 
entrepreneurs of all kinds--from consultants and coaches to podcasters, bloggers, and 
online marketers--who have generated six- and seven-figure incomes. This book will be 
your hands-on guide to building a portfolio of revenue streams, both traditional and 

online, so that you can liberate yourself financially and shape your own career destiny. 

 

Essays on classical and Marxian political economy: collected essays IV. / Hollander, Samuel. - London: 
Routledge, 2018 
Call No- 335.4 HOl          Acc. No.: 2468 
 

This book brings together key contributions of recent years, in addition to some brand-
new pieces. The essays are introduced by a preface in which author reflects on his past 
work and reactions to it. Highlights include two issues of current relevance. 
Conspicuous is an extensive chapter regarding Adam Smith’s often neglected 
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arguments for government intervention in the economy to correct market failures, and his critical view 
of the business class as an anti-social force. Other papers demonstrate the close intellectual 
relationship between David Ricardo and Thomas Robert Malthus. 
 
Essentials of advanced macroeconomic theory. / Olsson, Ola. - London: Routledge, 2018 
Call No- 339 OLS         Acc. No.: 2469 
 

Trying to summarize, this text, in the wake of the financial crisis that has shaken not 
only Western economies but also the macroeconomic profession, is no easy task. In 
particular, the notion those markets are self-correcting and always in equilibrium 
appears to have taken a heavy blow. However, the jury is still out on which areas should 
be considered as failures and what which constitute the future of research. The aim of 
the book is to help students to understand various ethical problems implicated in the 
conduct of business. The book focuses on the fact that adopting a moral point of view 
and using moral reasoning in business decision making is in the best interest of the 

individual, organization and the society. 
 

Essentials of microeconomics. / Nguyen, Bonnie | Wait, Andrew. - London: Routledge, 2017 

Call No- 338.5 NGU        Acc. No.: 2470; 2471 

 

This book is an excellent introduction to microeconomics. It presents the basic tools of 
microeconomics clearly and concisely. The book presents a vigorous treatment of all 
relevant introductory microeconomic concepts. The book also emphasizes on modern 
economics ― game theory and imperfect markets. Each chapter is self-contained and 
includes the required key mathematical skills at the start.  
 

 

Essex serpent: a novel. / Perry, Sarah. – London: Serpent’s Tail, 2017   

Call No- 823.92 PER         Acc. No.: 2472 

 

After nearly 300 years, the mythical Essex Serpent is said to have returned, a fearsome 
creature said to roam the marshes claiming human lives. This rapturously acclaimed 
historical novel, set in late nineteenth-century England, is about an intellectually 
minded young widow, a pious vicar, and a rumoured mythical serpent that explores 
questions about science and religion, skepticism, and faith, independence and love.  
 
 

 

Euro: and its threat to the future of Europe. / Stiglitz, Joseph E. – London: Penguin, 2017 

Call No- 332.494 STI         Acc. No.: 2473 

 

The euro was supposed to unify Europe and promote prosperity; in fact, it has done just 
the opposite. To save the European project, the euro may have to be abandoned. Since 
2010, many of the 19 countries of Europe that share the euro currency―the 
eurozone―have been rocked by debt crises and mired in lasting stagnation, and the 
divergence between stronger and weaker economies has accelerated. In this text, 
author explains precisely why the eurozone has performed so poorly, so different from 
the expectations at its launch: at the core of the failure is the structure of the eurozone 
itself, the rules by which it is governed. 
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Everything store: Jeff Bezos and the age of Amazon. / Stone, Brad. – London: Corgi Books, 2014 

Call No- 650.09 STO         Acc. No.: 2474 

 
Amazon.com's visionary founder, Jeff Bezos, wasn't content with being a bookseller. He 
wanted Amazon to become the everything store, offering limitless selection and 
seductive convenience at disruptively low prices. To do so, he developed a corporate 
culture of relentless ambition and secrecy that's never been cracked. Until now. Author 
enjoyed unprecedented access to current and former Amazon employees and Bezo’s 
family members, and his book is the first in-depth, fly-on-the-wall account of life at 
Amazon. This book is the book that the business world can't stop talking about, the 

revealing, definitive biography of the company that placed one of the first and largest bets on the 
Internet and forever changed the way we shop and read. 
 

Evolution of beauty: how Darwin's forgotten theory of mate choice shapes the animal world - and us. 

/ Prum, Richard O. – New York: Anchor Books, 2018 

Call No- 591.562 PRU         Acc. No.: 2475 

 

Darwin's theory of natural selection explains every branch on the tree of life: which 
species thrive, which wither away to extinction, and what features each evolves. This 
framework provides important insights into the evolution of human sexuality, 
particularly the ways in which female preferences have changed male bodies, and even 
maleness itself, through evolutionary time. It also presents a unique scientific vision for 
how nature's splendor contributes to a more complete understanding of evolution and 
of ourselves. 
 

 

Evolution of markets and institutions: A study of an emerging economy. / Patibandla, Murali. – 

London: Routledge, 2016  

Call No- 332 PAT         Acc. No.: 2476 

 

The new institutional economics has been one of the most influential schools of 
thought to emerge in the past quarter century. This branch of economics stresses the 
importance of institutions in the functioning of free markets, which include elaborately 
defined and effectively enforced property rights in the presence of transaction costs, 
large corporate organizations with agency and hierarchical controls, formal contracts, 
bankruptcy laws, and regulatory institutions.  In this timely volume, author applies 
some of the precepts of the new institutional economics to India - one of the world's 

most promising economies. 
 

Facebook effect: the inside story of the company that is connecting the world. / Kirkpatric, David. – 

New York: Simon and Sshuster, 2011 

Call No- 650.09 KIR         Acc. No.: 2477 

 

How did a nineteen-year-old Harvard student create a company that has transformed 
the Internet and how did he grow it to its current enormous size? The author tells us 
how Facebook was created, why it has flourished, and where it is going next. He 
chronicles its successes and missteps and gives readers the most complete assessment 
anywhere of founder and CEO Mark Zuckerberg, the central figure in the company’s 
remarkable ascent. This is the Facebook story that can be found nowhere else. Author 
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shows how Zuckerberg steadfastly refused to compromise his vision, insistently focusing on growth 
over profits and preaching that Facebook must dominate (his word) communication on the Internet. 

                
Financial econometrics. / Wang, Peijie. - London: Routledge, 2019 
Call No- 330.015195 WAN        Acc. No.: 2478 
 

This book provides an essential toolkit for all students wishing to know more about the 
modelling and analysis of financial data. Applications of econometric techniques are 
becoming increasingly common in the world of finance. This text covers the following 
key themes: - cointegration and other developments in the study of time series models 
- Time varying volatility models of the GARCH type and the stochastic volatility 
approach - analysis of shock persistence and impulse responses - Markov switching and 
Kalman filtering - spectral analysis - present value relations and rationality - discrete 
choice models - analysis of truncated and censored samples - panel data analysis. It also 

includes new chapters which cover limited dependent variables and panel data. 
 

Finish: give yourself the gift of done. / Acuff, Jon. – New York: Portfolio, 2017 
Call No- 153.8 ACY         Acc. No.: 2479 
 

If you’re tired of being a chronic starter and want to become a consistent finisher, you 
have two options: you can continue to beat yourself up and try harder, since this time 
that will work or you can give yourself the gift of done. The strategies in this book are 
counterintuitive and might feel like cheating. But they’re based on studies conducted 
by a university researcher with hundreds of participants. You might not guess that 
having more fun, eliminating your secret rules, and choosing something to bomb 
intentionally works. But the data says otherwise.  
 

 
Five stars: the communication secrets to get from good to great. / Gallo, Carmine. - London: 

Macmillan, 2018  

Call No- 658.45 GAL         Acc. No.: 2480 

 
An easy-to-read and practical journey through personal development, plus tips on 
structuring the storytelling that is still considered key to connecting with other people 
and, crucially, with customers and investors in business. Mastering the ancient art of 
persuasion is the key to standing out, getting ahead, and achieving greatness in the 
modern world. Communication is no longer a “soft” skill―it is the human edge that will 
make you unstoppable, irresistible, and irreplaceable―earning you that perfect rating. 
This is a book to help you bridge the gap between mediocrity and exceptionality and 

gain your competitive edge in the age of automation. 
 
Fix: how nations survive and thrive in a world in decline. / Tepperman, Jonathan. – London: 

Bloomsbury, 2016 

Call No- 338.9 TEP         Acc. No.: 2481 

 
From immigration reform to energy resources, from political paralysis to inequality and 
extremism, we are beset by a raft of huge and seemingly insurmountable issues. Here, 
taking ten of the most knotty issues we face today the author examines unsung 
individuals’ bold and innovative attempts against all odds and expectations to solve 
some of the important problems governments have struggled with for decades. Author 
here offers a powerful, data-driven case for optimism. Written with flair and an 
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infectious exuberance. Each chapter tells the story of one government that’s found a way to avoid the 
snares that entangle most of the others. The solutions described in the book aren’t speculative: they’ve 
all already been tried, and they work. 
 

Flash boys: cracking the money code. / Lewis, Michael. – London: Penguin, 2015 

Call No- 332.642 LEW         Acc. No.: 2482 

 

Nowadays, the world's money is traded by computer code, inside black boxes in heavily 
guarded buildings. Even the experts entrusted with your cash don't know what's 
happening to it. In this book author tells the explosive story of how one group of 
ingenious oddballs and misfits set out to expose what was going on. It's the story of 
what it's like to declare war on some of the richest and most powerful people in the 
world. It's about taking on an entire system. And it's about the madness that has taken 
hold of the financial markets today.  

 

Food economics: industry and markets. / Hansen, Henning Otte. – London: Routledge, 2015 

Call No- 330 HAN         Acc. No.: 2483 

 

Food and food markets still enjoy a pivotal role in the world economy and the 
international food industry is moving towards greater consolidation and globalization, 
with increased vertical integration and changes to market structure. This book 
describes the link between food markets and food companies from a theoretical and a 
business economics perspective. The relationships, trends and impacts on the 
international food market are presented, and the topic is related to actual business 
conditions. Each chapter is accompanied by questions and assignments designed to 
help students in their learning. 

 

Foolproof: why safety can be dangerous and how danger makes us safe. / IP, Greg. – London: 

Headline, 2015 

Call No- 302.12 IP         Acc. No.: 2484 

 

How the very things we create to protect ourselves, like money market funds or anti-
lock brakes, end up being the biggest threats to our safety and wellbeing. How do we 
stay safe? Should we? What if our attempts are exposing us even more to the very risks 
we are avoiding? Would acceptance of danger make us more secure? Is there such a 
thing as foolproof? In this book author presents a macro theory of human nature and 
disaster that explains how we can keep ourselves safe in our increasingly dangerous 
world. 
 

Forecasting for economics and business. / Gonzalez-Rivera, Gloria. – London: Routledge, 2018 

Call No- 338.5442 GON         Acc. No.: 2485 

 

Knowledge of forecasting methods is among the most demanded qualifications for 
professional economists, and business people working in either the private or public 
sectors of the economy. The general aim of this textbook is to carefully develop 
sophisticated professionals, who can critically analyse time series data and forecasting 
reports because they have experienced the merits and shortcomings of forecasting 
practice. A reader-friendly approach to understanding forecasting. 
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Fourth industrial revolution. / Schwab, Klaus. – London: Portfolio, 2017 
Call No- 338.64 SCH         Acc. No.: 2486 
 

 We are on the brink of the Fourth Industrial Revolution. And this one will be unlike any 
other in human history. Characterized by new technologies fusing the physical, digital 
and biological worlds, the Fourth Industrial Revolution will impact all disciplines, 
economies and industries - and it will do so at an unprecedented rate. The book 
outlines the key technologies driving this revolution, discusses the major impacts on 
governments, businesses, civil society and individuals and offers bold ideas for what 
can be done to shape a better future for all. 
 

Frenemies: the epic disruption of the advertising industry (and why this matters). / Auletta, Ken. – 

London: Harper Collins, 2018 

Call No- 659.1 AUL         Acc. No.: 2487 

 
Advertising and marketing touches on every corner of our lives and is the invisible fuel 
powering almost all media. Complain about it though we might, without it the world 
would be a darker place. And of all the industries wracked by change in the digital age, 
few have been turned on its head as dramatically as this one has. This book  is essential 
reading, not simply because of what it says about this world, but because of the 
potential consequences: the survival of media as we know it depends on the money 
generated by advertising and marketing–revenue that is in peril in the face of 

technological changes and the fraying trust between the industry's key players. 
 

Gambler: how penniless dropout Kirk Kerkorian became the greatest deal maker in capitalist history. 

/ Rempel, William C. – New York: Dey St., 2013  

Call No- 920 REM         Acc. No.: 2488 

 

This rags-to-riches story is of one of America’s wealthiest and least-known financial 
giants, self-made billionaire, Kirk Kerkorian—the daring aviator, movie mogul, risk-
taker, and business tycoon who transformed Las Vegas and Hollywood to become one 
of the leading financiers in American business. In this engrossing biography author digs 
deep into Kerkorian’s long-guarded history to introduce a man of contradictions—a 
poorly educated genius for deal-making, an extraordinarily shy man who made the 
boldest of business ventures, a careful and calculating investor who was willing to bet 

everything on a single roll of the dice. 
 

Game theory in the social sciences: a reader friendly guide. / Lambertini, Luca. – London: Routledge, 

2017 

Call No- 519.3 LAM         Acc. No.: 2489 

 

Over the last few decades, game theory has been constructed and progressively 
refined to become the major tool used by social scientists to understand, predict and 
regulate strategic interaction among agents who often have conflicting interests. This 
book offers an introduction to the basic tools of game theory and an overview of 
several applications to real-world cases, covering the areas of economics, politics and 
international relations. Each chapter is accompanied by some suggestions about 
further reading.  
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Game theory: a critical text. / Heap, Shaun P. Hargreaves | Varoufakis, Yanis. - London: Routledge, 

2019 

Call No- 519.3 HEA         Acc. No.: 2490 

 

Practitioners of Game Theory have great designs for it, claiming that it offers an 
opportunity to unify the social sciences and that it the natural foundation of a rational 
theory of society. This book is for those who are intrigued but baffled by these claims 
and daunted by the technical demands of most introductions to the subject. The book 
traces the origins of Game Theory and its philosophical premises, looks at its 
implications for the theory of bargaining and social contract theory, gives a detailed 
exposition of all of the major `games' including the famous `prisoner's dilemma' and 
analyses cooperative, non-cooperative, repeated, evolutionary and experimental 

games. 
 

Get backed: craft your story, build the perfect pitch deck, launch the venture of your dreams. / 
Baehr, Evan | Loomis, Evan. – Bostan: Harvard Business Review, 2015 
Call No- 658.15 BAE         Acc. No.: 2491 
 

Now that you have your big idea, how will you find and convince your first 
investor? You need a pitch deck. Pitch decks are artifacts that communicate the 
vision and competence of the founder and can be used as part of an investor road 
show to raise capital. In this book author duo will show you how to create a 
compelling pitch deck and how to plan and execute a fundraising road show to 

garner financial support for your business. 
 

Getting to yes with yourself: and other worthy opponents. / Ury, William. – London: Thorsons, 2015  

Call No- 158.1 URY         Acc. No.: 2492 

 

In this book author outlines practical strategies for dealing with the inner conflicts that 
hinder our successes. From tactics for dealing with an untrustworthy work colleague, to 
methods for handling a divorce conversation, and coming out on top. It also outlines 
universal techniques for success in seven compelling chapters. This fresh and insightful 
book will transform the way you approach your life. 
 

 

 

Give and take: why helping others drives our success. / Grant, Adam. – London: Weidenfeld and 

Nicolson, 2014 

Call No- 650.1 GRA         Acc. No.: 2493 

 

For generations, we have focused on the individual drivers of success like passion, hard 
work, talent, and luck. But in today’s dramatically reconfigured world, success is 
increasingly dependent on how we interact with others. In this book author examines 
the surprising forces that shape why some people rise to the top of the success ladder 
while others sink to the bottom. It also opens up an approach to work, interactions, and 
productivity that is nothing short of revolutionary. 
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Golden passport: Harvard Business School, the limits of capitalism, and the moral failure of the MBA 

Elite. / McDonal, Duff. – New York: Harper Business, 2017 

Call No- 378.05 McD         Acc. No.: 2494 

 

It is a riveting and timely intellectual history of one of our most important capitalist 
institutions, Harvard Business School. In this book author reveals the inner workings of 
a singular nexus of power, ambition and influence: Harvard Business School. Harvard 
University occupies a singular place in the public’s imagination, but HBS has arguably 
eclipsed its parent in terms of its influence on modern society. A Harvard degree 
guarantees respect. An HBS degree is, as the New York Times proclaimed in 1978, “the 
golden passport to life in the upper class. 
 

Good boss, bad boss: how to be the best... and learn from the worst. / Sutton, I. Robert. – London: 
Piatkus, 2010 
Call No- 658.409 SUT         Acc. No.: 2495 
 

The best bosses are acutely aware that their success depends on having the self-
awareness to control their moods and moves, to accurately interpret their impact on 
others, and to make adjustments on the fly that continuously spark effort, dignity, and 
pride among their people. If you are a boss who wants to do great work, what can you 
do about it? Bad Boss is devoted to answering that question. As Dr. Sutton digs into the 
nitty-gritty of what the best (and worst) bosses do, a theme runs throughout the book- 
which brings together the diverse lessons and is a hallmark of great bosses that They 

work doggedly to "stay in tune" with how their followers (and superiors, peers, and customers too) 
react to what they say and do. 
 
Great teams: 16 things high performing organizations do differently. / Yaeger, Don. – Nasgville: W 
Publishing, 2016  
Call No- 658.4022 YAE         Acc. No.: 2496 

 
What makes a team great? Not just good. Not just functional. But great? This book is 
about team who perform high and their habits. Building on the stories, examples and 
first-hand accounts, each chapter of this book comes with applicable examples on how 
to apply these characteristics in any organization. This book is the ultimate 
intersection of the sports and business worlds and a powerful companion for thought 
leaders, teams, managers and organizations that seek to perform similarly. The insight 
shared in this book is sure to enhance any team in its pursuit of excellence. 

 
Hayek versus Marx and today's challenges. / Aarons, Eric. – London: Routledge, 201 

Call No- 335.4 AAR         Acc. No.: 2497 

 

The aim of the book is to stimulate the realignment of political, theoretical and 
philosophical thinking that is now beginning in response to global warming. The 
author provides an examination of the theories of the most prominent social 
philosophers of the 19th and 20th centuries – Karl Marx and Friedrich Hayek. He does 
so in the belief that the work of these two thinkers, in their commonalities and 
differences, successes and failures, contain important indicators of the content of a 
social philosophy suited to today’s conditions.The book proceeds in the context of 
the failure of the attempts by followers of Marx, having achieved political power, to 
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realise the objectives they took to issue from his theories, on the one hand, and of the earlier 
successes, but now emerging failures of the neo-liberal philosophy of Hayek to cope with the with the 
environmental outcomes of those very successes, on the other.  
 
History of economic thought: a critical perspective. – 3rd ed. / Hunt E. K. | Lautzenheiser, Mark. - 
London: Routledge, 2017  
Call No-331.015195 CHI         Acc. No.: 2498 
 

By studying history of economics from the perspective of the divergences a greater 
understanding can be gained of the current state of the economic theory and the 
policies that flow from it. This text represents the development of thought within the 
context of economic history. Economic ideas are framed in terms of the spheres of 
production and circulation, with a critical analysis of how past theorists presented their 
ideas.  
 
 

Hoshin Kanri for the lean enterprise: developing competitive capabilities and managing profit. / 
Jackson, Thomas L. – New York: Productivity, 2019 
Call No- 658.515 JAC         Acc. No.: 2499 
 

Hoshin Kanri-It is a method of strategic planning and a tool for managing complex 
projects, a quality operating system geared to ensuring that organizations faithfully 
translate the voice of the customer into new products, and a business operating 
system that ensures reliable profit growth. The true power of hoshin kanri, however, 
is two-fold- it is a superior organizational learning method as well as a competitive 
resource development system. In this text author explains how you can implement, 
identify and manage the critical relationships among your markets, design 
characteristics, production systems, and personnel to satisfy your customers and beat 

your competition.  
 
Google: how Google works. / Schmidt, Eric | Rosenberg, Jonathan. - London: John Murray, 2017 
Call No- 025.04252 SCH         Acc. No.: 2500 

 

This book is the sum of the experiences of authors of the book, distilled into a fun, easy-
to-read primer on corporate culture, strategy, talent, decision-making, communication, 
innovation, and dealing with disruption. The authors explain how the confluence of 
three seismic changes - the internet, mobile, and cloud computing - has shifted the 
balance of power from companies to consumers. The companies that will thrive in this 
ever-changing landscape will be the ones that create superior products and attract a 
new breed of multifaceted employees whom the authors dub 'smart creatives'. This 

book codifies the secret that how Google innovates and how it empowers employees to succeed. 
 

How markets fail: the logic of economic calamities. / Cassidy, John. - London: Penguin Books, 2009  
Call No- 338.54 CAS         Acc. No.: 2501 
 

This book explains shows that the roots of our most recent financial failure lie not with 
individuals, but with an idea - the idea that markets are inherently rational. Author gives 
us the big picture behind the financial headlines, tracing the rise and fall of free market 
ideology from Adam Smith to Milton Friedman and Alan Greenspan. Full of wit, sense 
and, above all, a deeper understanding, it also argues for the end of 'utopian' 
economics, and the beginning of a pragmatic, reality-based way of thinking. 
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Idea factory: Bell labs and the great age of American innovation. / Gertner, Jon. – New York: Penguin 
Books, 2013  
Call No- 384 GER         Acc. No.: 2502 

 

From its beginnings in the 1920s until its demise in the 1980s, Bell Labs-officially, the 
research and development wing of AT&T-was the biggest, and arguably the best, 
laboratory for new ideas in the world. From the transistor to the laser, from digital 
communications to cellular telephony, it's hard to find an aspect of modern life that 
hasn't been touched by Bell Labs. In this book author traces the origins of some of the 
twentieth century's most important inventions and delivers a riveting and heretofore 
untold chapter of American history.  

 

Idea man: a memoir by the co-founder of Microsoft. / Allen, Paul. - London: Portfolio, 2012 

Call No- 650.09 ALL         Acc. No.: 2503 

 

Paul Allen co-founded Microsoft. This is the story of how it came about: two young 
mavericks who turned technology on its head, the bitter battles as each tried to stamp 
his vision on the future and the ruthless brilliance and fierce commitment. The book 
also features previously untold stories about everything from the true origins of 
Microsoft to Allen's role in the dawn of private space travel (with SpaceShipOne) and in 
discoveries at the frontiers of brain science. With honesty, humour, and insight, Allen 
tells the story of a life of ideas made real.   

 

Ideal team player: how to recognize and cultivate the three essential virtues. / Lencioni, Patrick. – 
New Jersey: Jossey-Bass, 2016 
Call No- 658.4092 LEN         Acc. No.: 2504 

 

In this book author laid out a ground-breaking approach for tackling the perilous group 
behaviours that destroy teamwork. Here he turns his focus to the individual, revealing 
the three indispensable virtues of an ideal team player. In this text author also tells the 
story of Jeff Shanley, a leader desperate to save his uncle’s company by restoring its 
cultural commitment to teamwork. Jeff must crack the code on the virtues that real 
team players possess, and then build a culture of hiring and development around those 
virtues. Beyond the fable, author presents a practical framework and actionable tools 

for identifying, hiring, and developing ideal team players.  
 

Ikigai : the Japanese secret to a long and happy life / Garcia, Hector. – London: Hutchinson, 2017 
Call No- 158.1 GAR         Acc. No.: 2505 

 

Ikigai is a Japanese word whose meaning translates roughly to a reason for being, 
encompassing joy, a sense of purpose and meaning and a feeling of well-being. The 
word derives from iki, meaning life and kai, meaning the realisation of hopes and 
expectations. The people of Japan believe that everyone has an ikigai – a reason to 
jump out of bed each morning. this book will give you the life-changing tools to 
uncover your personal ikigai. It will show you how to leave urgency behind, find your 
purpose, nurture friendships and throw yourself into your passions. This text gently 
unlocks simple secrets we can all use to live long, meaningful, happy lives. Science-
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based studies weave beautifully into honest, straight-talking conversation you won’t be able to put 
down.  
 
Illuminate: ignite change through speeches, stories, ceremonies and symbols. / Duarte, Nancy | 

Sanchez, Patti. – New York: Portfolio, 2016 

Call No- 153.8 DUA         Acc. No.: 2506 

 

To envision the future is one thing, getting others to go there with you is another. By 
harnessing the power of persuasive communication you can turn your idea into a 
movement. Through this book authors duo equip you with the same communication 
tools that great leaders like Steve Jobs, Howard Schultz, and Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. 
used to move people. In this visual and accessible communication guidebook, authors 
lay out a plan to help you lead people through the five stages of transformation using 

speeches, stories, ceremonies, and symbols and inspire those around you to support and execute your 
vision. 
 
Implementing a lean management system. / Jackson, Thomas L. | Jones, Karen R. – New York: 

Productivity, 2015 

Call No- 658.515 JAC         Acc. No.: 2507 

 

Lean Management is about deploying vision, strategy, and policy at all levels of daily 
activity. It is an eminently practical methodology emerging out of the implementation 
of continuous improvement methods and employee involvement. This book lays out a 
comprehensive management system for aligning the firm's vision of the future with 
market realities. The key tools in the text build on the knowledge of the worker, multi-
tasking, and an understanding of the role and responsibilities of the new lean 
manufacturer. 
 

India can: ideate, innovate, transform: 21 short stories with innovative ideas for making a difference. 

/ Nawal, Ravi. – New Delhi: Bloomsbury, 2015 

 Call No- 338.04 NAW         Acc. No.: 2508 
 

The book is a collection of 21 easy to read short stories. Each short story contains an 
idea that can create a favourable impact on the socio-economic growth of the country. 
The 21 fictionalized stories have narratives with relatable characters solving a key 
challenge using the idea. The subjects discussed are varied and touch every aspect and 
strata of life in our society. This is a book of ideas, albeit the story format is used to 
ensure that you have an enjoyable time working your way through each idea in this 
book. This book attempts a few answers to such questions like unemployability, 
uniformity of skills, training and education etc. 

 
Inheritors: stories of entrepreneurship and success. / Bhasin, Sonu. – Gurgaon: Portfolio, 2017 

Call No- 338.04 BHA         Acc. No.: 2509 

 

Why did Harsh Mariwala leave his family business? What made the entire Dabur 
management to quit one day? How did Dhingra brothers turn a suffering business in to 
India’s second largest paints company? This is a fascinating behind the scenes look into 
what goes behind brands like Marico, Dabar, Keventers, Berger Paints, Select Group, 
Max Group and many others. The book focuses on the culture, family politics, business 
rivalries between and within families, ego battles and a lot more. Plus, there are the 
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inheritors themselves who sometimes take the business to great heights and during others, lead to its 
doom. 

                                      

Insight: the power of self-awareness in a self-deluded world. / Eurich, Tasha. – London: Macmillan, 

2017  

Call No- 158.1 EUR         Acc. No.: 2510 
 

Do you understand who you really are? Or how others really see you? We all know 
people with a stunning lack of self-awareness – but how often do we consider whether 
we might have the same problem?  Unfortunately, we are remarkably poor judges of 
ourselves. In this book author shatters conventional assumptions about what it takes to 
truly know ourselves – like why introspection isn’t a bullet train to insight, how 
experience is the enemy of self-knowledge, and just how far others will go to avoid 
telling us the truth about ourselves and also offers surprising secrets, techniques and 
strategies to help readers do the same – and therefore improve their work 

performance, career satisfaction, leadership potential, relationships, and more.  
 

Introductory econometrics: a practical approach. / Seddighi, Hamid R. - London: Routledge, 2018 

Call No- 330.015195 SED       Acc. No.: 2512; 2513 
 

 This book constitutes the first serious attempt to explain the basics of econometrics 
and its applications in the clearest and simplest manner possible. Recognising the fact 
that a good level of mathematics is no longer a prerequisite for economics, financial 
economics undergraduate and postgraduate programmes. It introduces this key 
subdivision of economics to an audience who might otherwise have been deterred by 
its complex nature. 
 

 

Judge this. / Kidd, Chip. - London: Simon and Schuster, 2015 

Call No- 741.6 KID         Acc. No.: 2514 
 

In this book the reader travels through a day in the life of renowned designer Chip 
Kidd as he takes in first impressions of all kinds. We follow this visual journey with 
Kidd as he encounters and engages with everyday design, breaking down the good, 
the bad, the absurd and the brilliant as only a designer can. From the design of the 
paper you read in the morning to the subway ticket machine to the books you browse 
to the smartphone you use to the packaging for the chocolate bar you buy as an 
afternoon treat, Kidd will reveal the hidden secrets behind each of the design choices, 
with a healthy dose of humour, expertise and, of course, judgment as he goes. 

 

Know this: today's most interesting and important scientific ideas, discoveries, and developments/ 

Brockman, John. – New York: Harper, 2017 

Call No- 500 BRO         Acc. No.: 2515  

 

Scientific developments radically change and enlighten our understanding of the world 
-- whether it's advances in technology and medical research or the latest revelations of 
neuroscience, psychology, physics, economics, anthropology, climatology, or genetics. 
And yet amid the flood of information today, it's often difficult to recognize the truly 
revolutionary ideas that will have lasting impact. In the spirit of identifying the most 
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significant new theories and discoveries the author of this book says, asked 198 of the finest minds 
What do you consider the most interesting recent scientific news? What makes it important? Today's 
most visionary thinkers reveal the cutting-edge scientific ideas and breakthroughs you must 
understand. 
 

Labour economics. – 2nd ed. / Smith, Stephen. – London: Routledge, 2019  

Call No- 331 SMI          Acc. No.: 2516 

Labour economics is now a well-established, distinct area of specialization within the 
discipline of economics. The emphasis is upon providing an accessible survey of the 
content of labour economics. The book will also endeavour to reflect, in small 
measure, contributions to labour market analysis from non-neoclassical schools of 
thought within economics. This book has been written with students specialising in 
labour economics in mind. Authors deliberately kept the level of technical complexity 
down to a minimum. 
 

Leadership BS: fixing workplaces and careers one truth at a time. / Pfeffer, Jeffrey. – New York: 

Harper Business, 2015  

Call No- 658.4092 PFE         Acc. No.: 2517 

The leadership enterprise is enormous, with billions of dollars, thousands of books, 
and hundreds of thousands of blogs and talks focused on improving leaders. But what 
we see worldwide is employee disengagement, high levels of leader turnover and 
career derailment, and failed leadership development efforts. In this book author 
shines a bright light on the leadership industry, showing why it’s failing and how it 
might be remade. He sets the record straight on the oft-made prescriptions for leaders 
to be honest, authentic, modest, tell the truth, build trust, and take care of others. By 
calling B.S. on so many of the stories and myths of leadership, he gives people a more 

scientific look at the evidence and better information to guide their careers. Author also encourages 
readers to accept the truth and then use facts to change themselves and the world for the better. 

                                   

Leading. / Ferguson, Alex | Moritz, Michael. – London: Hodder, 2016 

Call No- 658.4092 FER         Acc. No.: 2518 
 This book is structured around the key skills that Sir Alex (author of the book) values 
most highly. It includes subjects we immediately associate with his managerial style like 
discipline, control, teamwork and motivation. But it also addresses subjects that are 
less obvious but no less important when seeking success like delegation, data analysis 
and dealing with failure. The text is packed with insight, wisdom, humour and honesty. 
The individual stories inevitably concern themselves with football, and the phenomenal 
success that came along the way, but the lessons can be applied by anyone. Whether 

you run a business, teach in a classroom, or work in a small team, it will help you become a better 
leader. 

      
Lean in: women, work and the will to lead. / Sandberg, Sheryl |Scovell, Nell. - London: WH Allen, 
2015 
Call No- 658.4092 SAN         Acc. No.: 2519 
 

Many intelligent women tend to leave their professional careers and become 
homemakers for various reasons. One of the vital reasons is that women find it 
impossible to balance the growing career pressure and meeting increasing family 
demands. Author, in this book, provides solution to this issue and guides women on how 
to find the perfect balance in life. The solutions given in this book are pragmatic and are 
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based on practical experience and academic research. Author also touches various pressing issues like 
race, class and sexual identity. The author backs her views with strong arguments and makes the book 
an engaging read.   
 
Life 3.0: being human in the age of artificial intelligence. / Tegmark, Max. – London: Penguin, 2018 

Call No- 006.3 TEG         Acc. No.: 2520 
 

 AI is the future - but what will that future look like? Will superhuman intelligence be 
our slave, or become our god? How can we grow our prosperity through automation, 
without leaving people lacking income or purpose? How can we ensure that future AI 
systems do what we want without crashing, malfunctioning or getting hacked? Should 
we fear an arms race in lethal autonomous weapons? Will AI help life flourish as never 
before, or will machines eventually outsmart us at all tasks, and even, perhaps, replace 
us altogether? Author has discussed all above questions in detail in the text. 

 

                                

Macroeconomic systems. / Bhaskar, Krish | Murray, David. - London: Routledge, 2019  
Call No- 339 BHA         Acc. No.: 2522 
 

This book creates a basis from which the specialist topics of macroeconomics can be 
approached. The first section deals exclusively with a simple classical and Keynesian 
model within a single common framework to facilitate easy comparison. Although 
simple models, they provide a sound starting point for the more advanced ideas which 
make up the second part of the book. Recognizing that one of the crucial purposes of 
macroeconomics is to provide advice for central government policy makers, the policy 
implications of the models are discussed. 

 

Macroeconomic theory: a short course. / Michl, Thomas R. - London: Routledge, 2019  
Call No- 339 MIC        Acc. No.: 2523; 2524 
 

A look at all the key topics in intermediate-level macroeconomic theory with carefully 
chosen linear versions of the standard models of both the closed and the open 
economy. It requires no mathematical proficiency beyond high school level algebra and 
has been thoroughly tested in the classroom. Also a comprehensive introduction of the 
nations of Central and Eastern Europe over a half century of turbulent change - from 
post war subjugation by the Soviet Union to both shared and divergent experiences of 
post-Communist transition to free-market democracies. 

 

Macroeconomics in context. – 2nd ed. / Goodwin, Neva | Harris, Jonathan | Nelson, Julie A. | Roach, 

Brian | Torras, Mariano | Devine, James. - London: Routledge, 2017 

Call No- 339 WIN          Acc. No.: 2525 
 

This book lays out the principles of macroeconomics in a manner that is thorough, up 
to date, and relevant to students. The books offer engaging coverage of current 
topics including financial crises, rising inequality, debt and deficits, and 
environmental sustainability, while also providing a clear and accessible exploration 
of economic theory and applications. In this edition there is Clear explanations of 
basic economic concepts alongside more in-depth analysis of macroeconomics 
models and economic activity, expanded coverage of topics including, inequality, 
financialization and debt issues, the changing nature of jobs, and sustainable 

development and thoroughly updated figures and data are provided. 
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Makers and takers: how Wall Street destroyed Main Street. / Foroohar, Rana. – New York: Crown 
Business, 2017  

Call No- 332.65 FOR         Acc. No.: 2526 
 

This text explores the confluence of forces that has led American businesses to favour 
balance-sheet engineering over the actual kind, greed over growth, and short-term 
profits over putting people to work. From the cozy relationship between Wall Street 
and Washington, to a tax code designed to benefit wealthy individuals and 
corporations, to forty years of bad policy decisions, she shows why so many Americans 
have lost trust in the system, and why it matters urgently to us all.  Through colorful 
stories of both “Takers,” those stifling job creation while lining their own pockets, and 
“Makers,” businesses serving the real economy, author shows how we can reverse 

these trends for a better path forward. 
     
Management for quality improvement: the 7 new qc tools. / Mizuno, Shigeru. – Portland: 

Productivity, 2013 

Call No- 658.4013 MIZ        Acc. No.: 2527; 2528 

 

There's an urgent need to build quality into every management decision. The tools 
presented in this book allow you to do just that. They represent the most important 
advance in quality deployment and project management in recent years. Unlike the 
seven traditional QC tools, which measure quality problems that already exist and are 
used by quality circles, these seven new QC tools make it possible for managers to plan 
wide-ranging and detailed TQC objectives throughout the entire organization. These 
tools, some borrowed from other disciplines and others developed specifically for 

quality management, include the relations diagram, the KJ method (affinity diagram), the systematic 
diagram, the matrix diagram, matrix data analysis, the process decision program chart (PDPC), and the 
arrow diagram. 
 

Managerial economics. 5th ed. / Png, Ivan. – London: Routledge, 2018  

Call No- 330 PNG          Acc. No.: 2529 

 

This text is an ideal text for any course focusing on the practical application of micro-
economic principles to management. It includes fresh up-to-date discussion questions 
from all over the world and is enhanced with detailed instructor supplements. The 
book is a popular, useful choice for managers learning economics. This book is a 
concise and effective textbook that makes use of endless real-life examples not only 
to illustrate a point, but rather to motivate it, explain it, and convince students of its 
relevance. The wide range of situations, industries, and historical events covered 

make this book quite an enriching read. 
 

Marxism: philosophy and economics. / Sowell, Thomas. - London: Routledge, 2018 

Call No- 335.4 SOW         Acc. No.: 2530 

 

This book is a crisp, lucid and common sensical introduction to Marx’s own writings and 
to Marxist theory. It combines readability with intellectual rigour and distils more than a 
quarter of a century of author’s research and thought on the philosophical and 
economic doctrines of Karl Marx. Its central theme is that Marxian philosophy must be 
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understood before Marxian economics can be defined. The book discusses Marx’s ideas, including his 
philosophy of history, concept of capitalist "exploitation", morality and business cycle theory. The 
author’s treatment is balanced, though often critical and displays a mastery of Marx’s own writings 
which are liberally extracted throughout the text. 

                                

Marxist political economy: essays in retrieval: selected works of Geoff Pilling. / Pilling, Geoff | Pilling, 

Doria. – London: Routledge, 2017 

Call No- 335.4 PIl         Acc. No.: 2532 

 

Geoff Pilling was a prominent political economist who devoted his life to the 
achievement of socialism and a ‘truly human society’. Geoff Pilling’s work shows that 
Marxist theory is relevant to those struggling to understand the problems of capitalist 
society today, and that the work not only of Marx and Engels but that of later Marxist 
theorists, including Lenin is worth studying. It also shows that to understand the 
problems of today’s society needs more than narrow specialist economic analysis, but a 
deep awareness of current developments in society.  

 

Marx's 'Capital': philosophy and political economy. / Pilling, Geoffrey. - London: Routledge, 2018  

Call No- 335.4 PIL         Acc. No.: 2533 

 

To understand Capital fully, it is necessary to have read and understood 
Hegel’s Logic. This argument leads to a detailed examination of the opening chapters 
of Capital, and a re-examination of their significance for the work. Author 
emphasizes the fundamental nature of the break between Marx’s Capital and all 
forms of classical political economy and stresses the revolutionary nature of Marx’s 
critique of political economy as one of the foundations of Capital. He also lays 
emphasis on the philosophical aspects of the work, so often neglected by British 

commentators, and puts forward the view that Marx’s notion of fetishism, often looked upon as 
incidental to his work, is in fact central to his entire critique of political economy.   
 

Marx's concept of money: the god of commodities. / Nelson, Anitra. - London: Routledge, 2018 

Call No- 335.4 NEL         Acc. No.: 2534 

 

This ground-breaking study situates Marx's theory of money in his political economy 
analysis and explains it within the wider context of his political and philosophical 
thought. Beyond the supposed epistemological break between the early 'humanist' and 
later 'scientific' Marx, author links Marx's concept of money to his early key concepts 
with particular reference to 'alienation.  
 

 

Meltdown: why our systems fail and what we can do about it. / Clearfield, Chris | Tilcsik, Andras. – 

New York: Penguin, 2018 

Call No- 658.4092 CLE         Acc. No.: 2535 

 

Weaving together cutting-edge social science with riveting stories that take us from the 
frontlines of the Volkswagen scandal to backstage at the Oscars, and from deep 
beneath the Gulf of Mexico to the top of Mount Everest, authors explain how the 
increasing complexity of our systems creates conditions ripe for failure and why our 
brains and teams can't keep up. They highlight the paradox of progress: Though modern 
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systems have given us new capabilities, they've become vulnerable to surprising meltdowns—and even 
to corruption and misconduct. This book isn’t just about failure; it's about solutions—whether you're 
managing a team or the chaos of your family's morning routine. It reveals why ugly designs make us 
safer, how a five-minute exercise can prevent billion-dollar catastrophes, why teams with fewer experts 
are better at managing risk, and why diversity is one of our best safeguards against failure. The result is 
an eye-opening, empowering, and entirely original book—one that will change the way you see our 
complex world and your own place in it. 
 

Mind of the leader: how to lead yourself, your people and your organization for extraordinary 

results. / Hougaard, Rasmus | Carter, Jacquelline. – Bostan: Harard Business Review, 2018  

Call No- 658.4092 HOU         Acc. No.: 2536 

 

Based on extensive research, including assessments of more than 35,000 leaders and 
interviews with 250 C-level executives, this book concludes that organizations and 
leaders aren't meeting employees' basic human needs of finding meaning, purpose, 
connection, and genuine happiness in their work. But more than a description of the 
problem, it offers a radical, yet practical, solution. To solve the leadership crisis, 
organizations need to put people at the centre of their strategy. They need to develop 
managers and executives who lead with three core mental 
qualities: mindfulness, selflessness, and compassion. Using real-world inspirational 

examples, the book shows how this new kind of leadership turns conventional leadership thinking 
upside down. It represents a radical redefinition of what it takes to be an effective leader--and a 
practical, hard-nosed solution to every organization's engagement and execution problems. 
 
Models of political economy. / Nurmi, Hannu. - London: Routledge, 2008 

Call No- 338.954 NUR         Acc. No.: 2537 

 

This book will introduce students to the basic methodology of political economics. It 
covers all core theories as well as new developments including: decision theory, game 
theory, mechanism design, and games of asymmetric information. This text will prove 
to be invaluable to all students who wish to understand this increasingly technical field. 
 
 
 

 

Motivation myth: how high achievers really set themselves up to win. / Haden, Jeff. – New York: 

Portfolio, 2018  

Call No- 153.8 HAD         Acc. No.: 2538 

 

Success isn't for the uniquely-qualified; it's possible for any person who understands 
the true nature of motivation. But that's not at actually true, as author of this book had 
proved. Motivation isn't the special sauce that we require at the beginning of any major 
change. In fact, motivation is a result of process, not a cause. Understanding this will 
change the way you approach any obstacle or big goal. Author shows us how to 
reframe our thinking about the relationship of motivation to success. He meets us at 
our level--at the beginning of any big goal we have for our lives, a little anxious and 

unsure about our way forward, a little burned by self-help books and strategies that have failed us in 
the past and offers practical advice that anyone can use to stop stalling and start working on those 
dreams. 
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My morning routine: how successful people start every day inspired. / Spall, Benjamin | Xander, 

Michael. - London: Portfolio, 2018 

Call No- 153.8 SPA         Acc. No.: 2539 

 

 A guide to the early morning habits that boost your productivity and relax you—
featuring interviews with leaders like Arianna Huffington, General Stanley McChrystal, 
Marie Kondo, and more. This comprehensive guide will show you how to get into a 
routine that works for you so that you can develop the habits that move you forward. 
Just as a Jenga stack is only as sturdy as its foundational blocks, the choices we make 
throughout our day depend on the intentions we set in the morning. Like it or not, our 
morning habits form the stack that our whole day is built on. 

 

Never stop learning: stay relevant, reinvent yourself and thrive. / Staats, Bradley R. – Bostan: 

Harvard Business Review, 2018  

Call No- 153.15 STA                Acc. No.: 2540 

 

Technological automation is making jobs less routine and more cognitively challenging. 
Globalization means you're competing with workers around the world. 
Simultaneously, the internet and other communication technologies have radically 
increased the potential impact of individual knowledge. The relentless dynamism of 
these forces shaping our lives has created a new imperative: we must strive to 
become dynamic learners. In this text author describes the principles and practices 
that comprise dynamic learning and outlines a framework to help you become more 

effective as a lifelong learner. The steps include: Valuing failure, focusing on process, not outcome, and 
on questions, not answers, making time for reflection, learning to be true to yourself by playing to your 
strengths, pairing specialization with variety, and treating others as learning partners. 

 

New departures in Marxian theory. / Resnick, Stephen A. | Wolff, Richard D. – London: Routledge, 

2020 

Call No- 335.4 RES         Acc. No.: 2541 

 

Over the last twenty-five years, authors duo has developed a ground-breaking 
interpretation of Marxian theory generally and of Marxian economics in particular. This 
book brings together their key contributions and underscores their different 
interpretations. In facing and trying to resolve contradictions and lapses within 
Marxism, the authors have confronted the basic incompatibilities among the dominant 
modern versions of Marxian theory, and the fact that Marxism seemed cut off from the 
criticisms of determinist modes of thought offered by post-structuralism and post-
modernism and even by some of Marxism’s greatest theorists. 

 

No asshole rule: building a civilised workplace and surviving one that isn't. / Sutton, Robert. - 

London: Piatkus, 2010  

Call No- 331.256 SUT         Acc. No.: 2542 

 

This is a definitive guide to working with- and surviving- bullies, creeps, jerks, tyrants, 
tormentors, despots, backstabbers, egomaniacs, and all the other who do their best to 
destroy you at work. Spurred on by the fear and despair that people expressed, the 
tricks they used to survive with dignity in asshole-infested places, the revenge stories 
that made the author laugh out loud and the other small wins that they celebrated 
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against mean-spirited people, he was persuaded to write this book. Practical, compassionate, and in 
places downright funny, this guide offers: strategies on how to pinpoint and eliminate negative 
influences for good, illuminating case histories from major organizations, and a self-diagnostic test and 
a program to identify and keep your own "inner jerk" from coming out. 
 

No ego: how leaders can cut the cost of workplace drama, end entitlement and drive big results. / 

Wakeman, CY. – New York: St. Martin, 2017 

Call No- 658.4092 WAK         Acc. No.: 2543 

 

For years now, leaders in almost every industry have accepted two completely false 
assumptions--that change is hard, and that engagement drives results. According to the 
author of this book these engagement programs actually inflate expectations and sow 
unhappiness, leaving employees unprepared to adapt to even minor changes necessary 
to the organization’s survival. Rather than driving performance and creating 
efficiencies, these programs fuel entitlement and drama, costing millions in time and 
profit. In this text author shows here how to hire “emotionally inexpensive” people, 
solicit only the opinions you need, and promote self-awareness in your whole 

team. This book disposes with unproven HR maxims, and instead offers a complete plan to turn your 
office from a den of discontent to a happy, productive place.  

 

Origin story: a big history of everything. / Christian, David. - London: Allen Lane, 2018 

Call No- 508 CHR         Acc. No.: 2544 
 

How did we get from the Big Bang to today's staggering complexity, in which seven 
billion humans are connected into networks powerful enough to transform the planet? 
And why, in comparison, are our closest primate relatives reduced to near-extinction? 
Author of this book try to give the answers in a mind-expanding cosmological detective 
story told on the grandest possible scale. He traces how, during eight key thresholds, 
the right conditions have allowed new forms of complexity to arise, from stars to 
galaxies, Earth to homo sapiens, agriculture to fossil fuels. 
 

Outnumbered: from Facebook and Google to fake news and filter-bubbles- the algorithms that 

control our lives. / Sumpter, David. - London: Bloomsbury Sigma, 2018 

Call No- 650.09 SUM         Acc. No.: 2545 
 

This book is a journey to the dark side of mathematics, from how it dictates our social 
media activities to our travel routes. Algorithms are running our society, and as 
Facebook's Cambridge Analytica scandal has revealed, we don't even realize how our 
data has been used against us. Author investigates whether mathematics is crossing 
dangerous lines when it comes to what we can make decisions about. In this book, 
author takes an algorithm-strewn journey to the dark side of mathematics. He 
investigates the equations that analyse us, influence us and will (maybe) become like us, 
answering questions like who are Cambridge Analytica, and what are they doing with 

our data? how does Facebook build a 100-dimensional picture of your personality? Are algorithms that 
are designed to find criminals making terrible mistakes? What does the future hold as we relinquish our 
decision-making to machines? etc. 
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Perspectives on India's political economy. / Nayak, Pulin B. - London: Routledge, 2018 

Call No- 338.954 NAY          Acc. No.: 2546 
 

This book contains some of the core foundational contributions on the broad theme 
of the political economy of India’s development. These have been culled from the 
numerous writings of public personages, thinkers and academic writers over the past 
century. The extant collections of readings on development economics usually 
contain readings from academic economists like Sen, Bhagwati, Bardhan, Dreze, Basu, 
etc. The purpose of this collection is to point out to the lay reader that there is a 
world of writing on development that is outside the realms of academia.  
 

 
Political risk: facing the threat of global insecurity in the twenty-first century. / Rice, Condoleezza 

|Zegart, Amy. - London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 2018  

Call No- 658.155 RIC         Acc. No.: 2547 

 

Political risk - the probability that a political action could significantly affect an 
organisation - is changing fast, and it's more widespread than ever before. In the past, 
the chief concern used to be whether a foreign dictator would nationalise the country's 
oil industry or impose onerous new regulations. Today, political risk stems from a 
widening array of political agents, from Twitter users and terrorists to local officials, 
transnational activists, hackers and insurgents.  In today's globalised world there are no 
'safe' bets. Political risk affects companies and organisations of all sizes, operating 
everywhere from London to Lahore, even if they don't know it.  This book investigates 

and analyses this shifting landscape, suggests what businesses can do to navigate it, and explains how 
all of us can better understand and deal with these rapidly changing geopolitical dynamics.  
 

Prediction machines: the simple economics of artificial intelligence. / Agrawal, Ajay | Gans, Joshua | 

Goldfarb, Avi. - Boston: Harvard Business Press, 2018 

Call No- 006.3 AGR          Acc. No.: 2548 

 

In this book three eminent economists recast the rise of AI as a drop in the cost of 
prediction. They lift the curtain on the AI-is-magic hype and show how basic tools from 
economics provide clarity about the AI revolution and a basis for action by CEOs, 
managers, policy makers, investors, and entrepreneurs. This book follows its 
inescapable logic to explain how to navigate the changes on the horizon. The impact of 
AI will be profound, but the economic framework for understanding it is surprisingly 
simple. 
 

Presence: bringing your boldest self to your biggest challenges. / Cuddy, Amy. - London: Orion, 2016 
Call No- 158.1 CUD         Acc. No.: 2549 
 

Too often we approach our lives' biggest hurdles with dread, execute them with 
anxiety, and leave them with regret. Instead, we need to nudge ourselves, moment by 
moment, by tweaking our body language, behaviour, and mind-set in our day-to-day 
lives. This book is filled with stories of individuals who learned how to flourish during 
the stressful moments that once terrified them. Every reader will learn how to approach 
their biggest challenges with confidence instead of dread, and to leave them with 
satisfaction instead of regret.  
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President is missing: a novel. / Clinton, Bill | Patterson, James. - London: Century, 2018 

Call No- 813.6 CLI         Acc. No.: 2550 

This book confronts a threat so huge that it jeopardizes not just Pennsylvania Avenue 
and Wall Street, but all of America. Uncertainty and fear grip the nation. There are 
whispers of cyber terror and espionage and a traitor in the Cabinet. Even the President 
himself becomes a suspect, and then he disappears from public view. Set over the 
course of three days, this novel shed a stunning light upon the inner workings and 
vulnerabilities of USA. Filled with information that only a former Commander-in-Chief 
could know.  

 

Principles: life and work. / Dalio, Ray. – New York: Simon and Schuster, 2017 

Call No- 650.1 DAL         Acc. No.: 2551 

In this book author shares what he’s learned over the course of his remarkable career. 
He argues that life, management, economics, and investing can all be systemized into 
rules and understood like machines. The book’s hundreds of practical lessons, which 
are built around his cornerstones of “radical truth” and “radical transparency,” include 
author laying out the most effective ways for individuals and organizations to make 
decisions, approach challenges, and build strong teams. He also describes the 
innovative tools the firm uses to bring an idea meritocracy to life, such as creating 
“baseball cards” for all employees that distill their strengths and weaknesses and 

employing computerized decision-making systems to make believability-weighted decisions. While the 
book brims with novel ideas for organizations and institutions, and also offers a clear, straightforward 
approach to decision-making that author believes anyone can apply, no matter what they’re seeking to 
achieve. 
 

Quirky: the remarkable story of the traits, foibles and genius of breakthrough innovators who 

changed the world. / Schilling, Melissa A. – New York: Public Affairs, 2018 

Call No- 650.09 SCH         Acc. No.: 2553 

What really distinguishes the people who literally change the world--those creative 
geniuses who give us one breakthrough after another? What differentiates Marie Curie 
or Elon Musk from the merely creative, the many one-hit wonders among us? The 
author of this book invites us into the lives of eight people--Albert Einstein, Benjamin 
Franklin, Elon Musk, Dean Kamen, Nikola Tesla, Marie Curie, Thomas Edison, and Steve 
Jobs--to identify the traits and experiences that drove them to make spectacular 
breakthroughs, over and over again. Author shares the science behind the convergence 

of traits that increases the likelihood of success.  
Rebuild: how brands in India overcame crisis and emerged stronger, better, wiser. / Ramamurthy, 

Ramya. – Gurugram: Hachette India, 2018 

Call No- 658.827 RAM         Acc. No.: 2554 

 
In a first-of-its-kind narrative, this text brings together the stories behind some of 
India’s biggest businesses that dealt with potential disaster and emerged on the other 
side either victorious or wiser. Author analyses the steps that different organizations 
have taken to minimize damage to their brand and describes how (if at all) they 
recovered. Featuring interviews with top management executives as well as expert 
brand-watchers, this book closely examines the circumstances that cause brands to 
falter faulty products, leadership changes, disastrous sales cycles and competition 

activity, among others and provides invaluable insights that may serve as cautionary tales for 
organizations, both small and large. 
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Righteous mind: why good people are divided by politics and religion. / Haidt, Jonathan. – London: 

Penguin Books, 2012 

Call No- 201.6 HAI         Acc. No.: 2555 

 

 In this text, the author shows how moral judgments arise not from reason but from gut 
feelings. He shows why liberals, conservatives, and libertarians have such different 
intuitions about right and wrong, and he shows why each side is actually right about 
many of its central concerns. In this subtle yet accessible book, Haidt gives you the key 
to understanding the miracle of human cooperation, as well as the curse of our eternal 
divisions and conflicts. If you’re ready to trade in anger for understanding, read it. 
 

Rise and grind: outperform, outwork, and outhustle your way to a more successful and rewarding 

life. / John, Daymond | Paisner, Daniel. – New York: Currency, 2018  

Call No- 650.1 JOH         Acc. No.: 2556 

 

This book is about how to put those hours to work for you; whether you run a business 
or household or anything in between, you’ll learn how to spend your days productively, 
meaningfully and purposefully. This book will inspire you to think bigger, push harder, 
and relentlessly chase your dream. Author takes an up-close look at the hard-charging 
routines and winning secrets of individuals who have risen to the challenges in their 
lives and grinded their way to the very tops of their fields. Along the way, he also 
reveals how grit and persistence both helped him overcome the obstacles he has faced 
in life and ultimately fuelled his success. 

 

Road to character. / Brooks, David. – London: Penguin books, 2016 

Call No- 650.1 BRO         Acc. No.: 2557 

 

In this text, the author focuses on the deeper values that built a strong inner character. 
Looking to some of the world’s greatest thinkers and inspiring leaders, author explores 
how, through internal struggle and a sense of own limitations it is possible. Blending 
psychology, politics, spirituality, and confessional, the text provides an opportunity for 
us to rethink our priorities and strive to build rich inner lives marked by humility and 
moral depth. 
 

Sense and respond: how successful organizations listen to customers and create new products 
continuously. / Gothelf, Jeff. - Boston: Harvard Business Review, 2017 
Call No- 658.812 GOT         Acc. No.: 2558 
 

We’re in the midst of a revolution. Quantum leaps in technology are enabling 
organizations to observe and measure people’s behaviour in real time, communicate 
internally at extraordinary speed, and innovate continuously. These new, software-
driven technologies are transforming the way companies interact with their customers, 
employees, and other stakeholders. Authors in this book vividly show how these 
companies operate, highlighting the new mindset and skills needed to lead and manage 
them, and to continuously innovate within them. 
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Seventh sense: power, fortune and survival in the age of networks. / Ramo, Joshua Cooper. – 
Gurugram: Hachette India, 2017 
Call No- 006.754 RAM         Acc. No.: 2559 
 

There is a is the story, in this book, of what all of today's successful figures see and feel 
like the forces that are invisible to most of us but explain everything from explosive 
technological change to uneasy political ripples. The secret to power now is 
understanding our new age of networks. Not merely the Internet, but also webs of 
trade, finance, and even DNA. Based on his years of advising generals, CEOs, and 
politicians, author takes us into the opaque heart of our world's rapidly connected 
systems and teaches us what the losers are not yet seeing and what the victors of this 
age already know. 

 

Short history of economic thought. – 3rd ed. / Sandelin, Bo | Trautwein, Hans-Michael | Wundrak, 

Richard. - London: Routledge, 2019  

Call No- 330.15 SAN         Acc. No.: 2560 

 

This book provides an elementary introduction to the history of economic thought. A 
chapter is devoted to each of the major developments in the history of the discipline, 
before a concluding chapter in which the authors draw together some of the key strands 
and comment on some major works and textbooks in the history of economic ideas. 
They also reflect on the changes in economic thinking within the general context of the 
philosophy of science. 
 

 

Significant figures: lives and works of trailblazing mathematicians. / Stewart, Ian. – London: Profile 

Books, 2017 

Call No- 510 STE         Acc. No.: 2561 

 
Which mathematician elaborated a crucial concept the night before he died in a duel? 
Who funded his maths and medical career through gambling and chess? Who learned 
maths from her wallpaper? Author presents the extraordinary lives and amazing 
discoveries of twenty-five of history's greatest mathematicians from Archimedes and 
Liu Hui to Benoit Mandelbrot and William Thurston. His subjects are the inspiring 
individuals from all over the world who have made crucial contributions to 
mathematics. Vivid accounts are fascinating in themselves and, taken together, cohere 
into a riveting history of key steps in the development of mathematics. 

 

Simplify: how the best businesses in the world succeed. / Koch, Richard | Lockwood, Greg. – London: 

Piatkus, 2016 

Call No- 650.1 KOC         Acc. No.: 2562 

 

For the past 40 years, the author has wanted to uncover the simple, elemental, elegant 
and parsimonious principles that are needed to create great new businesses. To qualify, 
a principle must be so overwhelmingly powerful that anyone can reliably use it towards 
extraordinary results. The authors have discovered behind extraordinarily successful 
businesses are simplifying. With case studies of famous companies in all different 
industries from finance to fast food, the authors show how anyone can analyse their 
business's potential to become a simplifier, and which route they should take to 
maximise the impact. 
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Six sigma for powerful improvement: a green belt DMAIC training system with software tools and a 

25-lesson course. / Carroll, Charles T. – Boca Raton: CRC, 2017 

Call No- 658.562 CAR            Acc. No.: 2563 

 

Although the Six Sigma Define-Measure-Analyze-Improve-Control (DMAIC) 
methodology is a widely accepted tool for achieving efficient management of all 
aspects of operations, there are still many unwarranted concerns about its perceived 
complexity and implementation costs. Dispelling these myths, this book clarifies the 
long-accepted statistical and logical processes of six sigma and provides you with tools 
you can use again and again in your own "real world" projects—removing any doubts 
regarding their simplicity and "doability.". Not only does the book provide you with 
reasons for using the tools, it reveals the underlying doctrines, formulas, and steps 

required. Although the tools and techniques presented are specifically associated with the DMAIC 
philosophy. 
 

Skin in the game: hidden asymmetries in daily life. / Taleb, Nassim Nicholas. – New Delhi: Penguin 

Books, 2019 

Call No- 302.12 TAL         Acc. No.: 2564 

 

Citizens, artisans, police, fishermen, political activists and entrepreneurs all have skin in 
the game. Skin in the game means that you do not pay attention to what people say, 
only to what they do, and how much of their neck they are putting on the line.  In his 
most provocative and practical book yet, author shows that skin in the game, often 
seen as the foundation of risk management, in fact applies to all aspects of our lives. In 
his inimitable style, the author draws on everything from Antaeus the Giant to 
Hammurabi to Donald Trump, from ethics to used car salesmen, to create a jaw-
dropping framework for understanding this idea. 

 

Small great things. / Picoult, Jodi. – London: Hodder, 2017 

Call No- 813.54 PIC         Acc. No.: 2565 

The novel is about Ruth, an African American nurse who is a labor and delivery nurse at 
a Connecticut hospital with more than 20 years' experience, and a crime which she 
didn’t perform. With incredible empathy, intelligence, and candor, author tackles race, 
privilege, prejudice, justice, and compassion and doesn’t offer easy answers. This is a 
remarkable achievement from a writer at the top of her game. 
 
 
 

Smarter than you think: how technology is changing our minds for the better. / Thompson, Clive. – 
London: William Collins, 2013 
Call No- 006.8 THO         Acc. No.: 2566 

Our lives have been changed utterly and irrevocably by the rise of the internet and it is 
only now that we can begin to analyse this extraordinary phenomenon. The author 
argues that as we rely more and more for machines to help us think, our thinking itself 
is becoming richer and more complex. We're able to learn more, retain it longer, to 
write in curious new forms, and even to think entirely new types of thoughts. A brilliant 
examination into how the internet is profoundly changing the way we think. In this 
groundbreaking book author argues that the internet is boosting our brainpower, 
encouraging new ways of thinking, and making us more not less intelligent as is so often 

claimed. 
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Social animal: a story of how success happens. / Brooks, David. – New York: Random, 2012 

Call No- 153 BRO         Acc. No.: 2567 

 

In this illuminating and compelling book, author weaves a vast array of new research 
into the lives of two fictional characters, Harold and Erica, following them from infancy 
to old age. In so doing, he reveals a fundamental new understanding of human nature. 
Most success stories are explained at the surface level of life. They describe academic 
ability, hard work and learning the right techniques to get ahead. This story - the story 
of Harold and Erica - is told one level down, at the level of emotions, intuitions, biases, 
genetic predispositions and deep inner longings. The result is a new definition of 

success, highlighting what economists call non-cognitive skills - those hidden qualities that can't be 
easily counted or measured, but which in real life lead to happiness and fulfilment. 
 
Strategic cost management: the new tool for competitive advantage. / Shank, John K. – New York: 

The Free Press., 1993  

Call No- 657.42 SHA         Acc. No.: 2568 

 

In this book,  the authors demonstrate how strategic cost management, the first 
analytic framework to relate meaningful accounting information to a firm's business 
strategy, is revolutionizing accounting and overall business practices in leading firms. 
with numerous extended examples. Authors show how the three key tools of strategic 
cost management value chain analysis, strategic positioning analysis, and cost driver 
analysis provide a sustainable competitive advantage over firms whose cost systems 
are in disarray.  

 
 

Strategic supply chain management. / Cordon, Carlos | Hald, Kim Sundtoft | Seifert, Ralf W. – New 

York: Routledge, 2017 

Call No- 658.7 COR         Acc. No.: 2569 

 

The book contains twenty real-world cases, all of which have been field researched by 
a top author team and tested out in the classroom. Each case adopts an executive 
leadership perspective to illuminate the real dilemmas faced by managers. The authors 
draw on their extensive classroom and industry experience to ensure that the writing 
style is geared towards an executive education readership.  
 
 

Strategy rules: five timeless lessons from Bill Gates, Andy Grove, and Steve Jobs. / Yoffie, David B. | 

Cusumano, Michael A. – New York: Harper Business, 2015 

Call No- 658.4012 YOF         Acc. No.: 2570 
 
The authors of the book analyse the strategies, principles, and skills of three of the 
most successful and influential figures in business—Bill Gates, Andy Grove, and Steve 
Jobs—offering lessons for all managers and entrepreneurs on leadership, strategy and 
execution. They also bring together the best practices in strategic management and 
high-tech entrepreneurship from three path-breaking entrepreneurs who emerged as 
CEOs of huge global companies. Their approaches to formulating strategy and building 
organizations offer unique insights for start-up executives as well as the heads of 

modern multinationals. 
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Stretch: unlock the power of less-and achieve more than you ever imagined. / Sonenshein, Scott. – 

New York: Harper Business, 2017 

Call No- 153.3 SON         Acc. No.: 2571 
 

Using captivating stories to illustrate research in psychology and management, author 
of this book examines why some people and organizations succeed with so little, while 
others fail with so much. Using captivating stories to illustrate research in psychology 
and management, Rice University professor Scott Sonenshein examines why some 
people and organizations succeed with so little, while others fail with so much. Drawing 
from examples in business, education, sports, medicine, and history, author advocates 
a powerful framework of resourcefulness that allows anybody to work and live better. 
 

Superbosses: how exceptional leaders master the flow of talent. / Finkelstein, Sydney. – London: 
Portfolio, 2017 
Call No- 658.4092 FIN         Acc. No.: 2572 
 

 Superbosses exist in nearly every industry, from the glamorous to the mundane. They 
are defined by consistent success in their fields and their approach to finding, nurturing 
and developing talent. If you study the top fifty leaders in any field, as many as one-
third will have once worked for a superboss. After ten years of research and more than 
two hundred interviews with superbosses including technology CEO Larry Ellison and 
fashion pioneer Ralph Lauren, author of this book explores this previously unidentified 
phenomenon and shows how each of us can emulate their best tactics to create our 
own powerful networks of extraordinary talent. 

 

Superhubs: how the financial elite and their networks rule our world. / Navidi, Sandra. – Boston: 

Nicholas Brealey, 2017 

Call No- 332.042 NAV         Acc. No.: 2573 

 

This book reveals what happens at the exclusive, invitation-only platforms - The World 
Economic Forum in Davos, the meetings of the International Monetary Fund, think-tank 
gatherings, power lunches, charity events, and private parties. This is the most vivid 
portrait to date of the global elite: the bank CEOs, fund managers, billionaire financiers 
and politicians who, through their interlocking relationships and collective influence are 
transforming the future of our financial system and, for better or worse, shaping our 
world.  

 
 
Economics of the Indian ocean slave trade in the nineteenth century. / Gervase, William | Clarence-

Smith. – London: Routledge, 2018 

Call No- 330 GER         Acc. No.: 2574 

 

Bringing together essays from leading authorities in the field of slavery studies, this 
comprehensive work offers an original and creative study of slavery.  Among the topics 
discussed are the relationship between British imperialism and slavery; Islamic law and 
slavery; and the bureaucracy of slave trading. 
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Value of Marx: political economy for contemporary capitalism. / Filho, Alfredo Saad. – London: 

Routledge, 2018 

Call No- 335.4 FIL         Acc. No.: 2575 

 

The author critically reviews the methodological principles of Marx's value analysis and 
the best-known interpretation of his value theory. He develops an interpretation of 
Marx focusing primarily upon the processes and relations that regulate social and 
economic reproduction under capitalism. When analysed from this angle, value theory 
is a theory of class and exploitation. The concept of value is useful because, among 
other reasons, it explains capitalist exploitation in spite of the predominance of 
voluntary market exchanges. The most important controversies in Marxian political 

economy are reviewed exhaustively, and new light is thrown on the meaning and significance of Marx's 
analysis and its relevance for contemporary capitalism. 
 
Thinking smart: how to master work, life and everything in-between. / Kumar, Nirmalya. – Noida: 
Harper Business, 2018 
Call No- 650.1 KUM         Acc. No.: 2576 
 

The text offers all that you need to know, to achieve just about everything, from 
managing a delicate relationship, a surprise firing, to creating a winning team or 
business, and more. The book explores smartness by combining economic, psychological 
and sociological perspectives in ways that we often overlook in our daily lives. From 
being a management guru to a corporate leader, author provides a holistic view of 
smartness- from the corner office and from a Professor's perspective. This is your guide 
to mastering the subtle art of work, life and everything in-between. 

 

This Idea is Brilliant: lost, overlooked, and underappreciated scientific concepts everyone should 

know. / Brockman, John. – New York: Harper Perennial, 2018 

Call No- 500 BRO         Acc. No.: 2577 

 

As science informs public policy, decision making, and so many aspects of our everyday 
lives, a scientifically literate society is crucial. In that spirit, author asked 206 the 
world’s best minds the 2017 what scientific term or concept ought to be more widely 
known? The book is about all those inventions which should be known to everyone.  
 

 

Towards an unknown Marx: a commentary on the manuscripts of 1861-63. / Dussel, Enrique. – 

London: Routledge, 2018 

Call No- 335.4 DUS         Acc. No.: 2578 

 

This book is the first complete commentary on Marx's manuscripts of 1861-63, works 
that guide our understanding of fundamental concepts such as 'surplus-value' and 
'production price'. In this book, author, one of the most original Marxist philosophers in 
the world today, provides an authoritative and detailed commentary on the 
manuscripts of 1861-63. The main points which Dussel emphasises in this path-
breaking work are, the fundamental category in Marx's theory is 'living labour' which 
exists outside of capital and which capital must subsume in order to produce surplus-
value, theories of surplus value is not a historical survey of previous theories, but 
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rather a 'critical confrontation' through which Marx developed new categories for his own theory, and 
the most important new categories developed in this manuscript are related to the 'forms of 
appearance' of surplus value. 
 

Toyota kaizen continuum: a practical guide to implementing lean. / Stewart, John. – Boca Raton: CRC, 

2017 

Call No- 658.5 STE         Acc. No.: 2579 

 

This book supplies a first-hand account of the realities behind implementing the 
Toyota Production System (TPS). It also presents authoritative insight on how to use 
the TPS to drive operational value and improvement across all segments of an 
organization. Highlighting valuable lessons author provides a time-tested approach for 
implementing a process of continuous improvement. Delving into his wide-ranging 
experience- that includes time as a team member on the assembly line and managing 
the vehicle assembly division for Toyota’s largest European operation in the United 

Kingdom- he explains how to get the process started, how to get senior management excited about the 
possibilities, and details a process for implementing the TPS in your organization.  
 

Toyota kaizen methods: six steps to improvement. / Kato, Isao | Smalley, Art. – Boca Raton: CRC, 
2017 
Call No- 658.5 KAT         Acc. No.: 2580 
 

This text focuses on the skills and techniques practiced inside Toyota Motor 
Corporation during the past decades. This workbook focuses on the actual training 
course concepts and methods used by Toyota to develop employee skill level, a core 
element of Toyota’s success. It is not a book about holding Western-style five-day 
Kaizen events, which were in reality quite rare during the development of Toyota’s 
production system and are virtually non-existent today inside Toyota. The book 
traces the origins of Kaizen since the inception of Toyota Motor Corporation, 
articulates the basic six-step Kaizen improvement skills pattern taught inside Toyota, 

helps practitioners of Kaizen improve their own skill level and confidence by simplifying concepts and 
removing any mystery in the process, and provides homework assignments and a wealth of forms for 
analysing work processes. 
 
Toyota mindset: the ten commandments of Taiichi Ohno. / Wakamatsu, Yoshihito. – Bellingham: 

Enna, 2018 

Call No- 658.5 WAK         Acc. No.: 2581 

 

For anyone wishing to gain insight into how the Toyota Production System came to be 
or who wishes to know more about the founders of the TPS, this book is for you. 
Through personal accounts and inspirational quotes, the story of Taiichi Ohno and the 
Toyota Production System is recounted in a manner that will give any reader a solid 
foundation in the LEAN world. If you have ever read a TPS book and ever wondered just 
how the founders came to the conclusions they did, what brought about their way of 
thinking, or how they solved a difficult problem then this book is a must have. Inspiring, 
insightful and easy to follow, this book is a stepping stone to a greater, more productive 

state of being.  
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Treasure islands: tax havens and the men who stole the world. / Shaxson, Nicholas. – London: 

Vintage, 2016 

Call No- 336.2 SHA         Acc. No.: 2583 

Tax havens are the most important single reason why poor people and poor countries 

stay poor. They lie at the very heart of the global economy, with over half the world 

trade processed through them. They have been instrumental in nearly every major 

economic event, in every big financial scandal, and in every financial crisis since the 

1970s, including the latest global economic downturn. In this book, author shows how 

this happened, and what this means for you. 

 

Turn of the tortoise: the challenge and promise of India's future. / Ninan, T. N. – Gurgaon: Penguin 
Books, 2016 
Call No- 338.9 NIN         Acc. No.: 2584 

In this text, the author addresses a range of contemporary questions as only he can- 
looking at why the economy lost steam, the emerging trends in politics, the Chinese 
shadow over India, and the relationship between the state and the citizen. He asks 
whether manufacturing can be made a success story, what is the size of the neo-middle 
class, who really is the aam aadmi, and if it is possible to put an end to extreme poverty 
now. And, finally—what are the fears that should keep us awake at night? This wide-
ranging book is an attempt to understand, through data and analyses, where India 
stands today, why it has emerged the way it has, and what the next ten years might 

bring. For anyone interested in India and its future, this is essential and enlightening reading. 
 
Understanding macroeconomic theory. / Barron, John M | Ewing, Bradley T. – New York: Routledge, 

2008 

Call No- 339 BAR         Acc. No.: 2585 

 The focus of this book is on developing simple theoretical models that provide insight 

into the reasons for fluctuations in such aggregate variables such as an economy’s 

total production of various goods and services, the aggregate level of unemployment, 

the general level of interest rates, and the overall level of prices. The models included 

explore how shocks or ‘impulses’ to the economy (e.g. changes to technology, the 

money supply, or government policy) impact individuals’ behaviour in specific 

markets, and the resulting implications in terms of changes in aggregate variables. This 

book provides the reader with an in-depth understanding of standard theoretical models: Walrasian, 

Keynesian and Neoclassical. Pedagogically sophisticated, it is theoretically based, rigorous and includes 

a host of real-world case studies and exercises.  

Unlikely partners: Chinese reformers, western economists and the making of global China. / Gewirtz, 

Julian. – Cambridge: Harvard University, 2017 

Call No- 338.9 GEW         Acc. No.: 2586 

China's economic gurus scoured the globe for fresh ideas that would put China on the 
path to domestic prosperity and ultimately global economic power. Leading foreign 
economists accepted invitations to visit China to share their expertise, while Chinese 
delegations travelled to the United States, Hungary, Great Britain, West Germany, 
Brazil, and other countries to examine new ideas.  This book recounts the story of how 
Chinese politicians and intellectuals looked beyond their country's borders for 
economic guidance at a key crossroads in the nation's tumultuous twentieth century. 
Author offers a dramatic tale of competition for influence between reformers and hard-
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line conservatives during the Deng Xiaoping era, bringing to light China's productive exchanges with the 
West.  
Unscaled: how AI and a new generation of upstarts are creating the economy of the future. / Taneja, 

Hemant | Maney, Kevin. – London: Piatkus, 2018 

Call No- 006.3 TAN         Acc. No.: 2587 

In this text, the author convincingly shows how the unscaled economy is remaking 
massive, deeply-rooted industries and opening up fantastic possibilities for 
entrepreneurs, imaginative companies and resourceful individuals. Beyond that, it can 
be the model for solving some of the world's greatest problems, including climate 
change and soaring healthcare costs, potentially reversing many of the ills brought on 
by mass industrialization. The unscale-wave has only just started. To succeed in 
business today, companies, CEOs and leaders everywhere must unlearn what they have 

been taught they must embrace an unscaled mindset. 

                     
Urban economics. / Hartwick, John M. – London: Routledge, 2019 
Call No- 330 HAR         Acc. No.: 2588 
 

This textbook offers a rigorous, calculus based presentation of the complexities of 
urban economics, which is suitable for those who are new to the subject. It focuses on 
structural details and explains the elements that make cities such highly productive 
entities, and also explores the mechanisms of labour productivity enhancement that 
are unique to cities. Written with a focus on location theory, key topics include, how 
cities are arranged, housing prices, urban transportation, why some cities grow rapidly 
whilst others decline, how wages adjust to local costs of living, how suburbs function in 
relationship to the urban core, and public finance.  

 

Valley of genius: the uncensored history of Silicon Valley as told by the hackers, founders and freaks 

who made it boom. / Fisher, Adam. – New York: Twelve, 2018 

Call No- 650.09 FIS         Acc. No.: 2589 

 

Drawing on over two hundred in-depth interviews, the text takes readers from the 
dawn of the personal computer and the internet, through the heyday of the web, up to 
the very moment when our current technological reality was invented. It interweaves 
accounts of invention and betrayal, overnight success and underground exploits, to tell 
the story of Silicon Valley like it has never been told before. Read it to discover the 
stories that Valley insiders tell each other: the tall tales that are all, improbably, true.  
 
Valley of the Gods: a Silicon Valley story. / Wolfe, Alexandra. – New York: Simon and 

Schuster, 2017 

Call No- 650.09 WOL         Acc. No.: 2590 

 

In a riveting, hilarious account, reporter and author of this book exposes a world that is 
not flat but bubbling—the men and women of Silicon Valley, whose hubris and 
ambition are changing the world. No one has yet documented the battle for the 
brightest kids, kids whose goals are no less than making billions of dollars—and the 
fight they wage in turn to make it there. They embody an American cultural 
transformation: A move away from the East Coast hierarchy of Ivy Leagues and country 
clubs toward the startUp life and a new social order. A blistering, brilliant, and 
hysterical examination of this new ruling class, This book presents tomorrow’s strange 

new normal where the only outward signs of tech success are laptops and ideas. 
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Value stream management: eight steps to planning, mapping and sustaining lean improvements. / 

Tapping, Don | Luyster, Tom | Shuker, Tom. – New York: Productivity, 2016 

Call No- 658.515 TAP         Acc. No.: 2591 

 

The text simplifies the planning process for lean implementation, ensuring quick 
deployment and greater success. It links the metrics and reporting required by 
management with the lean tools needed on the manufacturing floor. The central 
feature of this illustrative and engaging book is the value stream management 
storyboard, a tool representing an eight-step process for lean implementation. The 
storyboard brings together people, tools, metrics, and reporting into one visual 
document. The authors stress the importance of reaching beyond single-point kaizens 
to ensure a sustainable lean implementation process. Many people use the value 

stream map as an individual tool, but not within the context of a proven overall system. 
 
Wall Street potholes: insights from top money managers on avoiding dangerous products. / Lack, 
Simon. – New Jersey: John Wiley, 2016 
Call No- 332.6 LAC         Acc. No.: 2592 
 

This book shares insights into the money management industry, revealing the shady 
practices that benefit the salesman far more than the client. This book lays it all bare, 
so you can walk into your next deal with your eyes wide open. You'll learn just how big 
the profit margin is on different products, and why Wall Street intentionally makes 
things as complicated as possible. You'll learn expert tactics for combatting these 
practices, so you can avoid buying overpriced products and confidently discriminate 
against advisors who put their own interests first. 
 

What to ask the person in the mirror: critical questions for becoming a more effective leader and 

reaching your potential. / Kaplan, Robert Steven. – Boston: Harvard Business Review, 2011 

Call No- 658.4092 KAP         Acc. No.: 2594 

 

 Successful leaders know that leadership is less often about having all the answers—and 
more often about asking the right questions. The challenge lies in being able to step 
back, reflect, and ask the key questions that are critical to your performance and your 
organization’s effectiveness. In this book author presents a process for asking the big 
questions that will enable you to diagnose problems, change course if necessary, and 
advance your career. He lays out areas of inquiry. acked with real-life situations, this 
highly readable and practical guide helps you learn to ask the right questions—and 

work through the answers in ways that are right for you.  
 

What's your digital business model? : six questions to help you build the next-generation enterprise. 

/ Weill, Peter | Woerner, Stephanie L. – Boston: Harvard Business Review, 2018 

Call No- 658.05 WEI         Acc. No.: 2595 

 

 Digital transformation is not about technology--it's about changes. In the rapidly 
changing digital economy, you can't succeed by merely tweaking management 
practices that led to past success. And yet, while many leaders and managers recognize 
the threat from digital--and the potential opportunity--they lack a common language 
and compelling framework to help them assess it and guide them in responding. In this 
concise, practical book, authors duo provides a powerful yet straightforward 
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framework that has been field-tested globally with dozens of senior management teams. Based on 
years of study the authors find that digitization is moving companies' business models on two 
dimensions: from value chains to digital ecosystems, and from a fuzzy understanding of the needs of 
end customers to a sharper one. Looking at these dimensions in combination results in four distinct 
business models, each with different capabilities. he books then sets out six driving questions, in 
separate chapters, that help managers and executives clarify where they are currently in an 
increasingly digital business landscape and highlight what's needed to move toward a higher-value 
digital business model. 
 

Why Buddhism is true: the science and philosophy of meditation and enlightenment. / Wright, 
Robert. – New York: Simon and Schuster, 2017 
Call No- 294.3 WRI         Acc. No.: 2596 
 

 In the book, author leads readers on a journey through psychology, philosophy, and a 
great many silent retreats to show how and why meditation can serve as the 
foundation for a spiritual life in a secular age. At once excitingly ambitious and wittily 
accessible, this is the first book to combine evolutionary psychology with cutting-edge 
neuroscience to defend the radical claims at the heart of Buddhist philosophy. With 
bracing honesty and fierce wisdom, it will persuade you not just that Buddhism is 
true—which is to say, a way out of our delusion—but that it can ultimately save us from 

ourselves, as individuals and as a species. 
 
Winner-take-all politics: how Washington made the rich richer-and turned its back on the middle 

class. / Hacker, Jacob S.| Pierson, Paul. – New York: Simon and Schuster, 2011 

Call No- 320.6 HAC         Acc. No.: 2597 

 

 We all know that the very rich have gotten a lot richer these past few decades while 
most Americans haven’t. In fact, the exorbitantly paid have continued to thrive during 
the current economic crisis, even as the rest of Americans have continued to fall 
behind. This is a part revelatory history, part political analysis, part intellectual journey- 
shows how a political system that traditionally has been responsive to the interests of 
the middle class has been hijacked by the superrich. In doing so, it not only changes 
how we think about American politics, but also points the way to rebuilding a 

democracy that serves the interests of the many rather than just those of the wealthy few. 
 
 

Wisdom of finance: how the humanities can illuminate and improve finance. / Desai, Mihir A. – 

London: Profile Books, 2018 

Call No- 658.15 DES         Acc. No.: 2598 

 

Author of this book takes up the cause of restoring humanity to finance. As per his 
thought the principles of finance also provide answers to critical questions in our lives: 
bankruptcy teaches us how to react to failure, the lessons of mergers apply to marriages, 
and the Capital Asset Pricing Model demonstrates the true value of relationships. This 
text is a wholly unique book, offering an enlivening new perspective on one of the 
world's most complex and misunderstood professions. 
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Work with me: how to get people to buy into your ideas. / Dowling, Simon. – Australia: Wiley, 2016 

Call No- 658.4022 DOW         Acc. No.: 2599 

 

 This book is a how-to guide for achieving buy-in, regardless of your leadership level. It's 
not about using power and authority, it's about building support and commitment to 
your ideas and initiatives. You can lead from any level, even laterally and have a positive 
impact on the way things are done in your organization. This book is your coach for 
speaking up, standing out and embracing the changes that fuel engaged workplaces and 
better business. 
 

 

 

World as it is: inside the Obama White House. / Finkelstein, Sydney. – London: Portfolio, 2017 
Call No- 658.4092 FIN         Acc. No.: 2572 
 

This is a book about two people making the most important decisions in the world. One 
is Barack Obama. The other is Ben Rhodes (author of this book). A young writer and 
Washington outsider, Rhodes was plucked from obscurity aged 29. For nearly ten 
years, he was at the centre of the Obama Administration – first as a speech-writer, 
then a policy maker, and finally a close collaborator. Here, Rhodes tells the full story of 
his partnership – and, ultimately, friendship – with a historic president. From the early 
days of the Obama campaign to the final hours in the Oval Office, he puts us in the 

room at the most tense and poignant moments in recent history. 
 

World order: reflections on the character of nations and the course of history. / Kissinger, Henry. – 
London: Penguin, 2015 
Call No- 327.16 KAS         Acc. No.: 2601 

 

Author of this book offers a deep meditation on the roots of international harmony and 
global disorder. Drawing on his experience as one of the foremost statesmen of the 
modern era- advising presidents, traveling the world, observing and shaping the central 
foreign policy events of recent decades- author now reveals his analysis of the ultimate 
challenge for the twenty-first century: how to build a shared international order in a 
world of divergent historical perspectives, violent conflict, proliferating technology, and 
ideological extremism.  
 

Writing well for business success: a complete guide to style, grammar, and usage at work. / Lamb, 

Sandra E. – New York: St. Martins Griffin, 2015 

Call No- 658.45 LAM         Acc. No.: 2602 

 A light-hearted but very useful guide to the ins and outs of business writing. So much 
of success in business depends on writing well. From resumes to reports, proposals to 
presentations. This book will help you to communicate your ideas clearly, quickly and 
effectively. It will help you: Distil your message into a well-targeted statement; Ace the 
elements of style; Write what you want to say in emails, business plans and more; 
Master the tricks of editing yourself. Presented in light-hearted and easy accessible 
style, this little book is an essential desk reference guide for the modern working world. 
 

************************************* 


